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Abstract

Modern architecture present in self-power devices such as mobiles or tablet

computers proposes the use of asymmetric processors that allow either energy-

efficient or performant computation on the same SoC.

For energy efficiency and performance consideration, the asymmetry resides in

differences in CPU micro-architecture design and results in diverging raw computing

capability. Other components such as the processor memory subsystem also show

differences resulting in different memory transaction timing. Moreover, based on a

bus-snoop protocol, cache coherency between processors comes with a peculiarity in

memory latency depending on the processors operating frequencies.

All these differences come with challenging decisions on both application

schedulability and processor operating frequencies. In addition, because of the small

form factor of such embedded systems, these devices generally cannot afford active

cooling systems. Therefore thermal mitigation relies on dynamic software solutions.

Current operating systems for embedded systems such as Linux or Android

do not consider all these particularities. As such, they often fail to satisfy user

expectations of a powerful device with long battery life.

To remedy this situation, this thesis proposes a unified approach to deliver high-

performance and energy-efficiency computation in each of its flavours, considering

the memory subsystem and all computation units available in the system. Perfor-

mance is maximized even when the device is under heavy thermal constraints. The
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proposed unified solution is based on accurate models targeting both performance

and thermal behaviour and resides at the operating systems kernel level to manage

all running applications in a global manner.

Particularly, the performance model considers both the computation part and

also the memory subsystem of symmetric or asymmetric processors present in

embedded devices. The thermal model relies on the accurate physical thermal

properties of the device. Using these models, application schedulability and

processor frequency scaling decisions to either maximize performance or energy

efficiency within a thermal budget are extensively studied.

To cover a large range of application behaviour, both models are built and

designed using a generative workload that considers fine-grain details of the

underlying microarchitecture of the SoC. Therefore, this approach can be derived

and applied to multiple devices with little effort.

Extended evaluation on real-world benchmarks for high performance and general

computing, as well as common applications targeting the mobile and tablet market,

show the accuracy and completeness of models used in this unified approach to

deliver high performance and energy efficiency under high thermal constraints for

embedded devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Power and thermal dissipation is the key technology limitation that has led to

the introduction and proliferation of multicore and now many-core–processors.

However, even many-core processors may not overcome the “power wall” [49, 23].

The introduction of asymmetric multicore multiprocessors brings the opportunity

to deliver high performance for demanding applications while satisfying energy

efficiency for lightweight applications [6, 71].

Nowadays, hardware to support both high performance and energy efficiency

is well spread in the small form factor such as mobile and other small embedded

systems. It started spreading to the laptop and desktop markets. However, the

software to tame such architecture still lacks of maturity. This thesis explores

different aspects of software scheduling and frequency scaling for such devices.

Multiple works have explored thoroughly scheduling strategies considering a

precise knowledge of the workload to determine the benefit of using the high

performance or energy-efficient processing elements of the device. For instance, in

[91, 111], the authors use an offline analysis that discovers the workload phase and

the performance and energy profiles. These works tend to find Pareto optimality

situations for workload phases. The runtime then replays the workload phases

depending on the user goal, performance and/or energy consumption. However,

this strategy requires a long offline exploration of any single workload, and as such,



2 Introduction

does not scale.

In the industry, there exist two tremendous examples of scheduling strategies.

Operating systems that equip devices from the Apple brand employ a recom-

mendation from the developer to either use the performant cores for intensive

tasks or energy-efficient cores for background tasks. However, this strategy could

lead to over-provisioning resources to applications that do not have good use of

performant cores due to their code construction. In the Linux and Android equipped

device market, the EAS scheduler is an automated scheduling system that uses a

performance metric derived offline. However, this performance metric is highly

dependent on the workload used and fails to capture the performance of the full

system.

On the other hand, when the device is under heavy thermal conditions, the

scheduling strategies proposed above could be non-optimal. Generally, the strategy

to reduce the temperature is to reduce activity intensity. This is performed by

employing frequency scaling and activity migration. Following the scheduling

strategies presented above, migration between performant cores and energy-efficient

cores becomes critical and challenging to maximize performance under thermal

pressure. The current state-of-the-art does not put forward a holistic approach

of scheduling and frequency scaling considering application performance by taking

into account low-level micro-architectural detail.

1.1 Goals and research questions

The work presented in this thesis attempt to bridge the gap between workload

scheduling and frequency scaling strategies by considering the efficient use of the

underlying hardware which takes into account low-level micro-architectural features

and specificities of processing elements. To achieve this goal, this thesis is articulated

around these research questions:

RQ 1 To what extent frequency scaling could improve the energy efficiency of a
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computing device?

RQ 2 To what extent frequency scaling affects the system in terms of performance on

multiprocessors-equipped devices where data-coherency is implemented using

a bus-snoop protocol?

RQ 3 How to schedule workloads for performance while minimizing energy consump-

tion on systems that use asymmetric multicore multiprocessors?

RQ 4 How can thermal effects be effectively mitigated using software-based tech-

niques, for small-form factor computing devices where active cooling (e.g. fan,

liquid cooling) can not be employed?

Each of these research questions is explored using an empirical approach, in which

novel software techniques are developed and then tested against common benchmark

suites that represent different aspects of workload activity. The considered workload

types encompass web-browsing activities using BBench and Speedometer benchmark

suites and video decoding with mplayer. Other benchmarks from Spec, PARSEC and

Splash-3 benchmark suites were used to show the effectiveness of the approach

against a wide range of compute- and memory-intensive workloads, as well as single

and multithreaded workloads.

1.2 Contributions

One of the major novelties of this work is the fine detail exploration of the memory

communication timing considering the data-coherency mechanism to interconnect

the processing elements. This thesis makes the following contributions:

• A characterization of memory latency of data-coherency mechanism

based on a bus-snoop protocol considering frequency scaling of

processing elements:
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– design of a microbenchmark infrastructure and memory access sequencer

and analysis system to discover and identify specific conditions when

the data communication latency is sensitive to the perspective of an

application

– a simple model based on a decision tree to express the specific condition

when snoop latency becomes sensitive to user experience

– a runtime system that is effective in mitigating snoop latency without

disturbing the system

– the approach enables an increase in application performance of up to 40%

and reduces energy consumption by up to 70% compared to the Linux

default frequency scaling policy

• A study on scheduling and frequency scaling strategies to optimize

performance and energy efficiency under thermal pressure:

– provide a thorough study on the thermal imbalance of multi-core device

– characterization of effective workload quality regarding instruction-level

parallelism at runtime

– an offline characterization of the memory requirement of the application

– a runtime system as an application scheduler to guide use of the

underlying hardware specificities at a microarchitectural level

– a scheduling strategy that considers thermal characteristics of the device

and workload benefits of using a cluster type

– the approach enables an increase in application performance by 10% on

average and reduces energy consumption by 12% on average compared to

the Linux default scheduling strategy using a strict thermal policy
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1.3 Thesis Overview

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information on

topics related to this thesis. It discusses process technology trends and their impact

on computer architecture. A constructive description of computer organization is

presented including microarchitecture design principles and hardware support for

parallel processing. The summary of this chapter presents the machine that is used

in subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 presents relevant related work related to the

scope of this thesis. Chapter 4 studies data-coherency mechanisms in multiprocessor

architectures based on a bus-snoop protocol with frequency scaling capability. It

discusses a non-linear memory communication latency relative to frequencies of

processing elements present in the system. Chapter 5 presents a scheduling strategy

that takes into consideration low-level microarchitectural aspects. In particular, this

strategy is applied for thermal management on asymmetric multicore multiprocessor

systems in a small form factor packaged computing device. Finally, chapter 6 sums

up the contributions of this work and details some future research directions.



Chapter 2

Background

Over the past 70 years, progress in the manufacturing process of semiconductors

has resulted in improvement of computing technology. Reduction in the size of

semiconductors enables the increase in transistor density per area and, thanks to

better architectural design, improves the performance of computing devices. In

1965, Gordon Moore predicted in his seminal paper that the number of transistors

in a chip would double every year. This prediction was amended in 1975 to every

two years. This trend is recognized as Moore’s law [100, 101].

Unfortunately, technology scaling started stalling around 2005 due to the

inherent physical properties of materials. Robert Dennard and his team observed in

1974 that power density stays constant as transistors get smaller [38]. By reducing

transistor size, the supply voltage can also be reduced with a proportional current

draw and enables increasing switching frequency of the transistor. This concept

is referred to as Dennard scaling and, in correlation with Moore’s law, enables

increasing processor performance by improving the manufacturing process. However,

at a very small size, the leakage current (and thus the increase in overall power

consumption) becomes problematic and leads to a slowdown of further scaling [37,

22, 64].

With Moore’s law still in effect while Dennard scaling reaches an end, it results

in processors that may no longer switch every transistor at full frequency without
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exceeding the power or thermal limitations of the chip. This inability to utilize all of

the chip’s transistors at full frequency simultaneously is known as Dark Silicon [23,

49, 134]. One solution to the inability of scaling frequency of a single processor is to

use multiple processors operating in parallel while keeping these processors at a safe

frequency plateau. Figure 2.1 shows the trend of the past 50 years of microprocessor

computing systems.

In the quest to create performant computers while meeting a sustainable power

budget, a new strategy was proposed to design multicore processors utilizing different

micro-architectures on the same chip. In the literature, this architecture is referred to

as heterogeneous or asymmetric multiprocessing [77, 50, 55, 71, 96]. The rationale

motivating this architecture is the consideration that some software may deliver

similar performance whether running on a performant complex processor or on

a power-efficient simpler processor. However, a new difficulty that arises using

this architecture is software scheduling [79, 24]. This thesis explores some aspects

regarding data-coherency and application scheduling towards power and thermal

management of such architecture.

The remainder of this chapter will first establish the relation between power

consumption and temperature in section 2.1. Section 2.2 describes the basics of

processor architecture to understand common designs (i.e. in-order/out-of-order

pipelining, superscalar) to deliver high computing performance but at high-power

cost against a power-efficient simple design. In section 2.3, different aspects to bring

multiprocessing capability to a processor are discussed and how it can be achieved

considering both memory and data-coherency in the subsequent section 2.4.

Finally, section 2.5 summarizes this chapter and presents a computing device

that implements a heterogeneous multi-core processor packaged in a small form

factor targeting the embedded, tablet and smartphone market. The device is

used throughout the thesis to explore some aspects regarding data-coherency and

application scheduling towards power and thermal management.
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Figure 2.1: Microprocessor trends over the last 50 years. Even though signs of

slowdown is appearing, the number of transistors have continued to scale as predicted

by Moore’s Law for over the past 50 years. Around 2005, power dissipation becomes

problematic as Dennard scaling came to an end. This power constraint prevented

increase in frequency, which in turn negatively affected CPU core performance. With

the difficulty to increase clock frequency, CPU architecture if focusing on exploiting

parellism by increasing the number of core on a single chip.

Data collection up to the year 2010 by M. Horowitz, F. Labonte, O. Shacham, K. Olukotun, L.

Hammond, and C. Batten. Data collection from 2010 onward by K. Rupp. Data available at

https://github.com/karlrupp/microprocessor-trend-data

https://github.com/karlrupp/microprocessor-trend-data
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2.1 Power and temperature basics

This section establishes the relation of power consumption of a device and its

translation to heat and temperature.

Power dissipation in a digital CMOS 1 circuit is given by [32, 121]:

Power = Powerdynamic + Powerstatic

This formula consists of two parts, a dynamic part that contributes the most to

the power and is related to the power consumed by the device during its operation,

and a static part that relates to leakage due to physical properties inherent of the

material used to produce a transistor.

The dynamic power is in direct proportion to the transistors that are changing

state from on to off (and vice versa) at each clock cycle and is given by:

Powerdynamic = Frequency× Transistors switched× Energy per Transistor

= Frequency× Transistors switched× Capacitive load× Voltage2

The number of transistors switched denotes the activity of the device while executing

a workload.

The static power is given by:

Powerstatic = Currentleakage × Voltage

There are multiple sources of current leakage, with sub-threshold current,

gate oxide tunneling current and band-to-band tunneling current being the most

prominent. All these sources of leakage increase while transistors size shrink and

are also affected by the temperature. This dissertation does not consider directly

these notions in the methodology, the interested reader may refer to [95, 70, 25, 112,

1, 26] to get a deeper understanding of these different sources of current leakage.

1Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) is a type of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor

Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET) which is the basic component in a microprocessor.
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Finally, the steady-state temperature of the device can be determined by

considering the ambient temperature where the device is operating, the power

consumption of the device and the physical and thermal properties of the packaging

of the device (as Thermal Resistance). It is given by:

Silicon Temperature = Ambient Temperature + Thermal Resistance× Power

As the power may fluctuate with the workload activity, one may reduce the

temperature by using a heatsink or other cooling device to reduce the thermal

resistance of the system. The methodology of this thesis to lessen thermal effect

considers reducing the power needed to execute a workload by reducing the number

of transistors used by using a different processor design on an asymmetric chip, the

operating voltage and the frequency of the device.

2.2 Processing Element Architecture

This thesis will study scheduling strategies for processors embedding different micro-

architectures in a single chip. This section reviews the evolution of processor

architectural design that enables high-performance workload execution.

A program written in a programming language describes what must be done by a

machine. The source code of a program is compiled targeting a particular computer

architecture, also termed an Instruction Set Architecture (ISA).

The ISA acts as an interface between the software and the hardware, defining

available instructions, types and sizes of operands, how the memory is addressed,

available registers, etc.

Computational organization or microarchitecture is an implementation of a

computer architecture. For example, the Arm Cortex-A7 and Arm Cortex-A15

processors are instances of the ARMv7-A instruction set architecture with distinct

organization, favouring different aspects of computing. The A7 favours efficiency

and low-energy computing while the A15 targets performance and fast program
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execution. Both of these microarchitectures can execute the same compiled program

as they both implement the same ISA.

For general-purpose processors, two types of ISA are predominant and commonly

used, Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) where instructions are complex

and optimized for particular operations; and Reduced Instruction Set Computer

(RISC) where instructions are simple. This statement is an oversimplification of the

two concepts, as, over the years, RISC architectures gain fairly complex arithmetic

operations such as the square root operator. However, there are two main features in

a RISC ISA: 1) the instruction format is of a fixed length, with bits of an instruction

identifying operation code (opcode) and operand registers, immediate or address; all

these fields are positioned at the same place in the instruction encoding. In contrast,

CISC encodes instructions in a format of variable length. This helps reduce code

density when an instruction uses a variable number of operands. For instance, a

NOP instruction in ARM A32 RISC ISA is encoded taking 4-bytes, (with opcode

0x00000000), while on x86-32 CISC ISA, a NOP instruction takes only 1-byte (with

opcode 0x90) as this instruction does not have any parameter. 2) RISC architecture

employs a load/store model where the only instructions that can access the memory

are the specific load and store instructions. Data is first loaded to a register before

being processed and then stored back to memory. In a CISC ISA, instruction can

refer to a memory address to make an operation.

The remainder of this section reviews some important microarchitecture features

that are commonly used in processor designs to deliver high computing performance.

Simply put, a program is a sequence of instructions that a processor executes one

after another in the order specified by the programmer. The life of an instruction

can be dissected into multiple phases or stages, each stage taking 1 clock cycle to

finish: 1) the instruction is first fetched from memory (IF), 2) this instruction is

then decoded and operands are retrieved (ID), 3) the instruction is executed (EX).

4) If the instruction is a memory operation, the memory access is then performed

using the address computed in the last stage (MEM). 5) Finally, the result of the
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Clock number

Instruction number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Instruction i IF ID EX MEM WB

Instruction i + 1 IF ID EX MEM WB

Instruction i + 2 IF ID EX MEM WB

Instruction i + 3 IF ID EX MEM WB

Instruction i + 4 IF ID EX MEM WB

Figure 2.2: Execution flow on a simple 5-stage pipeline for a RISC processor.

instruction is written back to the register (WB).

One can see that each of these stages is dependent within the instruction but may

be independent between consecutive instructions. An essential feature of any modern

microarchitecture is to perform these different phases in parallel when possible.

When there are no dependencies on data or register naming it is possible to deliver

instruction execution at every clock cycle. This technique is called pipelining and

Figure 2.2 shows such an execution pattern. Compared to a non-pipelined processor,

this processor could execute 5 times faster. On a CISC architecture, complex

instructions are generally decoded and dissected into multiple micro-operations at

the ID stage. In this case, later stages may take more clock cycles in the pipeline.

An important bottleneck in performance comes from long latency instructions

that stop the execution flow. For instance, in the presence of a multi-cycle operation

such as a divide instruction that may take many cycles to execute and produce a

result, no further instruction can be issued to the execution stage with an in-order

pipeline. Another example is a memory load operation, if a data access misses in

the cache, accessing a higher level of the cache hierarchy or off-chip memory may

take several hundred cycles until the data is fetched in a register and execution can

progress further.

When two instructions are independent, for instance an addition that is

independent from another addition or a divide operation, an interesting approach
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IF ID

IF ID

ALU
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MUL/DIV
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MEM WB

MEM WB

Figure 2.3: An example of a 2-way superscalar processor with 4 execution units.

would be to execute them in parallel. One solution is to multiply the number

of pipeline stream stages. In the literature, this notion is termed as superscalar.

Figure 2.3 shows an example of a 2-way superscalar pipeline. In this design,

there also exists 2 Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), 1 multiply/divide unit and 1

load/store unit. For this last unit, the load/store EXE stage computes the address

of the memory location, while the MEM stage performs the actual access. This

processor could execute 2 addition instructions during the same cycle (i.e. 2

instructions per cycle or IPC). In this example of superscalar microarchitecture, IF,

ID, MEM and WB have been duplicated, though it is not a requirement. In fact,

IF and ID could easily sustain a 1 cycle phase, EXE and MEM stages could take

multiple cycles to access memory on a load/store instruction, or on a floating-point

instruction. Thus, it is often interesting to incorporate only one IF, ID half-pipeline

stream and dispatch execution to the right EXE/MEM unit to continue the life

of the instruction. Pipelining and superscalar improve execution performances by

exploiting Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP).

Continuing further on the path to exploit ILP, it is often possible to continue

instruction execution in parallel with a memory operation. However, in the pipelined

superscalar design presented above, though multiple independent instructions can
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be executed in parallel, the execution of those instructions remains in-order. Thus,

when one instruction is taking a long time to execute, the pipeline will stall and

performance degrades. One step further to improve performance is to allow out-of-

order execution of independent instructions, but keeping the instruction retirement

of the pipeline in order to maintain the semantics of the program. Over the past

years, multiple strategies have been proposed and implemented with great success

to allow out-of-order execution such as scoreboarding or Tomasulo algorithm with

the use of register renaming, reservation station and reorder-buffer.

Other performance enhancing features such as branch-prediction, speculative

execution, data prefetching exist. The interested reader may refer to any book

in Computer architecture for deeper understanding of these concepts [66, 124, 61].

In general, to implement these hardware features to improve the computing

performance of the processor, the length of the pipeline is increased as well. In

the same manner, each additional feature increases the transistor count and thus

the overall power consumption of the processor. Because of the difficulty to

dissipate this power due to physical limitations, it becomes harder to improve the

performance of a single Processing Element (PE). To cope with that limitation,

improvement in hardware design is pushing towards the exploitation of parallelism

by adding multiple processing elements that operate simultaneously. The next

section introduces different techniques to implement multiprocessing capability.

2.3 Multiprocessing

When multiple instructions do not have dependency between them, a superscalar

microarchitecture allows them to execute simultaneously, as long as there are

available execution units. When the software contains large portions of code that are

independent, a single superscalar processor unit may not be enough to exploit the

full performance potential of the software. However, the software can be written in

such a way as to expose a thread of execution and use processors capable of executing
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several software threads simultaneously to exploit Thread-Level Parallelism (TLP).

This architecture is referred to as Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data (MIMD) in

Flynn’s taxonomy[53].

There exist various designs to achieve this goal, such as multi-core where the core

part within a processor is multiplied, or multiprocessor where multiple full processors

are present and interconnected. Another approach is hardware multithreading. In

multithreading, the computational part of the pipeline is shared amongst software

threads, but the hardware that holds the context of a particular software thread

is duplicated (i.e. register files, program counter and other registers to control the

logical core).

Another form of multiprocessing is to apply an identical treatment on multiple

data at once, such as vector instructions. For instance, applying a filter to an

image to transform each pixel of an image independently could be treated by

vector instructions. Vector instruction exploits Data-Level Parallelism (DLP) and

is referred as Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD). Multiple SIMD instruction

set extensions are present in the market, such as NEON and SVE for the Arm ISA[7,

11, 129] or SSE and AVX for the x86 ISA[67] among others.

When the workload is well-known and highly specialized, a specific hardware

architecture targeting that workload can be used. For instance, this is the case for

graphical computation or highly vectorizable workload with the use of Graphics

Processing Unit (GPU), or Digital Signal Processor (DSP) where the memory

architecture and pipeline are optimized to treat signal based algorithms for audio,

speech processing and telecommunication among others. In this case, these different

processing units implement a different ISA than the CPU to fulfill their duty.

Modern systems may combine many of the above multiprocessing techniques to

achieve high performance. From the server to the Internet of Things (IoT) market,

all the spectra of computing systems implement multiprocessing in their various

forms.

A major problem of using multi-processing and interconnecting processing units
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Figure 2.4: Typical memory hierarchy. The faster the memory, the higher the cost.

where each of them have their own internal memory is to ensure that all these

elements have the same “view” of the shared memory content, the data must be

coherent between all elements. The next section elaborates on this topic.

2.4 Memory Architecture

In the last section, different microarchitecture organizations related to computation

were introduced without considering any memory-related aspect. This section

elaborates on the matter. The first part of this section describes different memory

hierarchies, while the second part discusses cache-coherency problems when there

exists private and shared centralized memory space.

2.4.1 Memory hierarchy

In order to operate, data must be provided to execution units in a processing element.

An important fundamental observation of program execution is the principle of

locality: programs tend to reuse data and instructions they have used recently[39,

40, 41]. As such, the memory is organized in a hierarchy. This section describes
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some organizations of common memory hierarchies employed in computing system

designs. Figure 2.4 shows a typical memory hierarchy.

At the closest level to execution units, most instructions of a processing element

work on data stored in a register. In a RISC architecture, computation is performed

exclusively using registers, with specific load from and store to instructions targeting

feeding and backing up registers from and to persistent storage for later use. In

general, CPU registers are limited in size (usually less than 64-bit) and number

(usually less than 32). They are often implemented to be very fast (in the order

of the picosecond) using Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM) technology, while

persistent storage is much larger (it is rare to have less than 1 MB) but much slower

(in the order of milliseconds for magnetic storage disk or microseconds for flash

memory). Also, because the fast memory of SRAM is more expensive than the

slow memory of persistent storage, the memory is organized around a multi-level

hierarchy between CPU registers and persistent storage that act as working memory.

Nowadays, CPUs implement between 1 and 3 levels (rarely 4) of intermediate caches,

that could be shared or private to CPU cores. Finally, between CPU caches and

persistent storage there is the main memory implemented with Dynamic Random-

Access Memory (DRAM) technology.

When the number of cores is low (typically 32 or fewer), they are interconnected

to the main memory and share the same memory space. This topology is called

Symmetric MultiProcessing (SMP). In such topology, each processor has equal access

rights and time to the memory (and inputs/outputs), thus the term symmetric.

In a single-chip multicore, the interconnection network is simply the memory bus.

When the processor count increases, communication between processors and the

main memory can be a limiting factor for performance. In this configuration a local

memory to the processor is generally present and this topology is called Distributed

Shared Memory (DSM). Figure 2.5 shows these two architectures.

As in an SMP architecture, all processors are interconnected to the shared

memory via some sort of a bus. Each processor has a uniform latency to access
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Figure 2.5: Memory architectures.
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Cache contents for Cache contents for Memory contents for

Time Event processor A processor B location X

0 1 1

1 A reads X 1 1

2 B reads X 1 1 1

3 A writes 0 into X 0 1 0

Figure 2.6: The cache coherence problem for a single memory location (X), read

and written by two processors (A and B), assuming a write-through cache policy. In

a write-through cache policy, the cache and the main memory are simultaneously

updated with the new value. With a write-back cache policy, though the memory

content is updated only when the memory block is evicted from the cache, the cache

coherency problem persists.

the memory, they are also called Uniform Memory Access (UMA) multiprocessors.

On the other hand, in a DSM architecture, the access time to reach a memory

block depends on the distance between the core that requests the memory block

and the current location of that memory block. Thus, they are also referenced as

Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) systems.

2.4.2 Data coherency

With the presence of private (or local) memory living in a shared (or global) memory

space as in the case when each core has its own cache, comes the problem of cache

coherency. Figure 2.6 is an example of the problem. When core A is working on

a particular memory block X in its private cache (at time 1), and core B attempts

to work on this same memory block X (at time 2), the memory block X will be

present on both core A and B. The problem arises when one of the cores modifies

the content of the memory block X (at time 3). Without a coherency mechanism,

the two processors A and B will see different content in their private cache, which
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breaks coherency and can cause software to run incorrectly.

To solve this coherency problem, multiple strategies have been proposed. The

key concept is to keep track of the status (or state) of any sharing of memory blocks

currently in caches and define operations transitioning from one state to another

described in a finite state machine.

The states of a memory block can be as follows:

• M(odified): the cache has the most up-to-date value and the only valid copy

of the memory block and is potentially non-coherent with the main memory.

• S(hared): the cache has a read-only copy of the memory block. Other caches

may have valid, read-only copies of the memory block.

• I(nvalid): the memory block is invalid. The cache either does not contain the

memory block or it contains a potentially stale copy.

• O(wned): the cache has the memory block and may be dirty (non-coherent

with the main memory). Other caches may share the memory block in the

shared state without write permission. Other caches may request a read

operation. In that case, the data is supplied by the “owner” instead of the

main memory.

• E(xclusive): the cache has the memory block and is coherent with the memory.

No other copies of the memory block exist within other caches.

With these different states, one can design multiple state machines to describe

what to do when processors request to read or write from and into a memory

block. Multiple coherency protocols exist such as MSI, MEI, MES, MESI,

MOSI and MOESI, as well as peculiar extensions taking these protocols as the

basis for particular optimization to targeted workload or server and warehouse

architectures [5, 61, 103].

There are two main classes of coherence protocols in use, each of which uses

different techniques to track the sharing status: snooping and directory.
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• In a directory protocol, the sharing status of a particular memory block is kept

in one location called a directory. When one core wants to read a memory

block, the cache controller of the core sends a request to the memory controller

of the directory that is managing the memory block (the home directory).

The directory has the information of the core that is the current owner, as

well as other sharers of the memory block. If the memory controller is the

current owner of the memory block, the memory controller completes the

transaction by sending the data to the requester. If the memory block is owned

by another cache controller, the memory controller forwards the request to the

concerned cache controller that will complete the transaction by sending the

data to the requester. The request and acknowledgement must transit first

to the memory controller that manages the directory of the memory block,

and possibly another cache controller if the memory block is currently owned

by another cache controller, thus it is referred to as a 2-hop protocol in the

literature.

• In a snooping protocol, the coherency is performed by broadcasting requests

to the bus. When a core wants to operate on a memory location, the cache

controller of the core initiates a request for the memory block by broadcasting a

request message to all other cache controllers. Each processor’s cache controller

monitors or snoops the bus and act in accordance with the request. The cache

controller will change the status of the memory block if that memory block

is present and acknowledges the request. The request and acknowledgement

messages are direct from cache-to-cache and are often referred to as a 1-hop

protocol in the literature.

One of the major problems with a snooping protocol is that the broadcasting

of coherency transactions becomes a bottleneck for performance for a large count

of processors. Another issue with broadcasting is energy consumption. When one

cache controller initiates a coherency transaction, the broadcast will target all other

cache controllers, even if they do not share the memory block concerned by the
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transaction. On the other hand, a directory protocol is scalable because it unicasts,

but many coherency transactions take more time because of a possible indirection

when the home directory is not the owner of the memory block. An intermediate

solution between a snooping protocol and a directory protocol is an insertion of the

directory concept at the interconnect network of a snooping protocol. This directory

structure in a snooping protocol is called a snoop filter. Instead of statically mapping

a range of memory blocks managed by one directory like in a directory protocol, the

snoop filter is a dynamic map that references memory blocks with the identifiers of

other sharers and the state of the memory block in a similar manner to that of a

directory protocol. The map is inclusive of the upward caches.

Besides the choice of the available memory block state model and the class of

the coherency protocol, there is the choice of action to perform when a core writes

to a memory block, invalidate or update sharers of that memory block. In an

invalidate protocol, when a core wants to write to a memory block, it first initiates

an invalidation request to all other caches before transiting to the M state when

the invalidation request is acknowledged. In an update protocol, when a core wants

to write to a memory block it initiates a coherence transaction to update copies in

all other caches. Comparing these two choices, update protocols reduce the latency

for a core to read a newly written memory block because the core does not require

to initiate and wait for a bus transaction to complete when it was already a sharer

of the memory block; the data is always up-to-date. However, update protocols

consume more bandwidth than invalidate protocols as an update message is larger

than an invalidate message (address + data instead of just an address). However, if

the workload never reuses the memory block and it is not evicted, the memory block

is continuously updated for no reason. In comparison to an invalidate protocol, the

updated memory block is brought back in the cache only when required.
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2.5 Summary and putting all together

In its simple form, general-purpose multicore processors consist of identical cores:

either large, complex and powerful ones consisting of a superscalar out-of-order

pipeline, or small low-power ones implementing an in-order pipeline. The Arm

big.LITTLE system [55] is an alternative to this design and proposes the use of a

“big” processor paired with a “LITTLE” processor to create a system that can

deliver high performance for the most demanding tasks while providing energy

efficiency for the less intensive tasks. This architecture is particularly interesting

for battery-powered mobile or tablet devices to accommodate high performance for

intensive tasks such as gaming or web browsing while delivering long battery life for

less demanding tasks such as texting, e-mail and audio.

This thesis studies scheduling strategies for single-ISA Heterogeneous MultiPro-

cessing (HMP) systems based on, but not limited to, an Arm big.LITTLE system.

The test platform used throughout the thesis is a HardKernel Odroid-XU3 which has

the Samsung Exynos5422 [120] System-on-Chip (SoC) implemented in a small form

factor using a 28 nm HKMG process node. This SoC is used on the Samsung Galaxy

S5 smartphone. Due to the small form factor of the SoC and the small-sized passive

cooling device of the smartphone, power dissipation and thus thermal regulation

becomes critical to achieve good performance. The scheduling strategies studied in

this thesis can be applied during any situation. However, the scheduling strategies

studied in this thesis are evaluated in the context of heavy thermal pressure which

is a common concern for embedded devices [49].

The big.LITTLE system on the SoC is composed of 4 Cortex-A15 cores as the big

processor while the LITTLE processor uses 4 Cortex-A7 cores. The main features

of both processors are summarized in Table 2.1. The terminology used by Arm to

refer to a multicore processor taking the role of either big or LITTLE is a cluster.

The rest of this thesis will use big clusters or LITTLE clusters to refer to them.

Both clusters are attached to an Arm CoreLink CCI-400 Cache Coherent

Interconnect. The interconnect guarantees data-coherency using a bus snoop
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protocol that does not contain a snoop filter to limit snoop traffic between the

two processors. The interconnect uses a MOESI state machine for cross-cluster

coherency. Figure 2.7 shows a block diagram of the SoC architecture.

Role big LITTLE

Processor Cortex-A15 Cortex-A7

Core count 4 4

Pipeline
integer 15 stage 8 stage

floating point 17-24 stage 10 stage

Execution out-of-order in-order

Issue width 3 2

Fetch width 3 2

L1 I-cache 32 KB/2-way private 32 KB/2-way private

L1 D-cache 32 KB/2-way private 32 KB/4-way private

L2 unified cache 2 MB/16-way shared inclusive 512 KB/8-way shared exclusive

Frequency range 0.2 to 2 GHz 0.2 to 1.4 GHz

Table 2.1: big.LITTLE system constitution.
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Cortex A15 Cluster

Memory controller ports System port

Cortex A7 Cluster

GIC-400 Generic Interrupt Controller

CCI-400 Cache Coherent Interconnect

IO Coherent 
Master

A15
Core

A7
Core

Figure 2.7: big.LITTLE architecture implementation on our platform. Full data

coherency is assured by a bus-snooping protocol.



Chapter 3

Related work

This section reviews multiple works that are in direct relation to the subject of

this thesis about scheduling strategies and thermal management for single-ISA

AMP. In the literature, there exists different terminologies to identify the purpose

of one CPU core in relation to other CPU cores whether it targets execution

for performance of energy efficiency (i.e., big/LITTLE, big/small, fast/slow,

complex/simple, strong/weak, aggressive/lightweight). To simplify the discussion,

the terminology of big and LITTLE cores will be employed for the rest of this thesis

to identify either performant cores or energy-efficient cores respectively.

The section 3.1 will focus on application scheduling without the notion of

temperature. The following section 3.2 will continue on scheduling strategies towards

thermal management using thermal models for reactive and proactive approaches.

Finally, the summary in section 3.3 will show an experiment that demonstrates

the difficulty of thermal management in computing systems.

3.1 Scheduling on single-ISA AMP

This section reviews some work that focuses on scheduling for single-ISA AMP

systems. To help frame work in this thesis table 3.1 presents an overview of work

in this area.
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Table 3.1: An overview of the work presented in section 3.1 on scheduling strategies

for single-ISA AMP systems.
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In [78] and [13], authors propose a very similar scheduling approach that uses

Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) counters to track Instruction Per Cycle (IPC).

Their strategies consist of executing the application thread for a small amount of

time on each core type to determine respective IPC performance. Once measured,

a thread will be mapped on a LITTLE core if it achieves only modest performance

improvement running on a big core and the thread that benefits significantly from

a big core is executed on a big core.

In [84], authors propose a load-balancing scheduler which gives more threads

to the big core. As this work considers asymmetry in core clock frequency only,

the number of threads that is allowed to run on the big cluster is computed as a

scaling factor from the little core clock frequency to the big core clock frequency.

The scheduler uses a “faster-core-first” strategy, favouring the use of the big core

when it is underutilized.

In [81], authors propose a scheduling scheme which schedules tasks with

longer remaining execution-time on big cores. This work considers multithreaded

applications and it relies on the assumption that threads have symmetric work to

do between synchronization points (i.e. barrier or termination). Tasks remaining

execution time to the next synchronization point is determined by using the

instruction retired PMU counter.

In [122, 123, 113], authors use the principle of the signature of an application to

guide scheduling decisions. The signature consists of the miss-rate profile based on

the reuse-distance profiles. The platform heterogeneity is only on frequency scaling.

In [74, 114], to perform scheduling, authors consider a Speedup Factor (SF) of

a single thread application and its extension to multithreaded applications termed

as “utility factor”. A speedup factor is “how much quicker an application retires

instructions on a fast core relative to a slow core”. In the case of frequency-based

heterogeneity, the SF is the miss rate profile as in their prior work [113]. In the case

of micro-architectural heterogeneity, authors use a regression model considering IPC

and other PMU counters related to misses in cache memory.
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In [136], authors propose Performance Impact Estimation (PIE), a model to

predict the best task-to-core mapping. In particular, the proposed runtime tracks

the ILP and MLP of a task running on one core type to predict performance on the

other core type. In this work, authors make some simplifying assumptions such as

the presence of an identical cache hierarchy on both core types. In addition, a set of

new hardware counters to record inter-instruction dependency distance distribution

is required and are not available in existing processors. The proposed solution is

evaluated on a simulator.

In [109], authors propose performance and power estimation models using

several offline analyses of workloads. Both models are inserted into the binary

of the workload. These models are instantiated at runtime to perform application

scheduling. Models consist of prepared formulas considering PMU counters based

on multiple offline analyses to determine the Cycle Per Instruction (CPI) stack from

both computing intensity and latency penalty from memory accesses. Their study is

performed only on a single thread application, with unused CPU cores and clusters

offline. As such, this strategy does not capture thread memory interference such as

data-coherency mechanisms and thrashing of shared cache memory.

In the XNU kernel (for macOS and iOS), the scheduler is guided by a QoS

recommendation from the programmer of an application [3]. Internally, the scheduler

uses this recommendation to schedule tasks on big cores or LITTLE cores (named

P and E cores in the source code). Kernel tasks are assigned to E-cores, while the

mapping of users’ tasks forming an application follows the suggestion of QoS run

queues. If too many tasks are suggested to run on big cores, low-priority tasks are

spilt to LITTLE cores, or if there are unused LITTLE cores, these cores could steal

tasks from big cores. A rebalance logic will readjust tasks to their recommendation.1

In the Linux kernel (and therefore Android and derivatives), the scheduler

1Source code can be found at: https://github.com/apple-oss-distributions/xnu/blob/

main/osfmk/kern/sched_amp.c, https://github.com/apple-oss-distributions/xnu/blob/

main/osfmk/kern/sched_amp_common.h and https://github.com/apple-oss-distributions/

xnu/blob/main/osfmk/kern/sched_amp_common.c

https://github.com/apple-oss-distributions/xnu/blob/main/osfmk/kern/sched_amp.c
https://github.com/apple-oss-distributions/xnu/blob/main/osfmk/kern/sched_amp.c
https://github.com/apple-oss-distributions/xnu/blob/main/osfmk/kern/sched_amp_common.h
https://github.com/apple-oss-distributions/xnu/blob/main/osfmk/kern/sched_amp_common.h
https://github.com/apple-oss-distributions/xnu/blob/main/osfmk/kern/sched_amp_common.c
https://github.com/apple-oss-distributions/xnu/blob/main/osfmk/kern/sched_amp_common.c
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migrates tasks between CPU cores considering a computing capacity model that

represents the performance of the CPU related to the others. This work will be

discussed in depth in section 5.2.1 of chapter 5 as the work of this thesis is directly

compared to it.

In [56, 91], authors propose to dissect applications via a compiler approach

snippet which consists of a set of basic blocks using LLVM. Each snippet contains

calls to monitor PMU counters to determine instruction and memory intensiveness

of the snippet. An offline analysis is performed to stress each snippet exhaustively

over configurations of allowed CPU cores and frequencies. They determine

Pareto-optimal configuration for different objective functions to minimize energy

consumption or maximize performance. The output of the offline analysis is stored

in a file that is reused at runtime for further runs of the application. The offline

analysis seems intractable for a large number of applications as generated models

are tailored to the device under scrutiny.

In [110], authors propose a static scheduling strategy from an offline study.

The offline study thoroughly explores every combination of core mapping on a

big.LITTLE system that led to the least execution time. Once the static scheduling

is determined, the operating frequencies of clusters are adjusted using a Memory

Reads Per Instruction (MRPI) metric. The runtime uses a low frequency for

applications that are considered memory intensive, as these applications will suffer

less performance degradation compared to computationally intensive tasks.

In [111], authors continue the work of [110] to limit the requirement of the

exhaustive application’s performance estimation by using a performance prediction

at runtime via a machine learning model using PMU counters trained offline on

a subset of workloads. At runtime, CPU core resources are adjusted at workload

creation/completion using the performance prediction model.
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3.2 Thermal management

This section reviews some work related to thermal management for computing

systems. The next section introduces a thermal model that is used to a great

extent to predict the temperature of a system. The following sections review work

on thermal management for uni-processor, SMP and single-ISA AMP.

3.2.1 RC-network thermal model

There exists a well-known duality between heat transfer and electrical phenomena

[121] which provides a convenient basis for modelling the chip temperature using a

dynamic compact thermal model [44, 126]:

1

Rth

T (t) + Cth
dT (t)

dt
= P (t)

where Cth and Rth are the thermal capacitance and thermal resistance (the inverse

of thermal conductance) respectively, T and P represent the current temperature

and power consumption at the time t.

In practice, thermal management is performed at a regular sampling period.

Therefore, this differential equation can be discretized and rearranged to predict

the temperature at the next sampling period by:

T ′(t) =
P (t)

Cth

− T (t)

RthCth

With the use of system identification or model fitting tools, one can derive Cth

and Rth parameters using a set of workload showing different power consumption and

monitoring the input temperature of the current sample, and output temperature

at the next sample.

3.2.2 Thermal management on uni-processor and SMP

This section reviews work related to thermal management for uni-processor and

SMP. These works may not be applied directly to single-ISA AMP without
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severe loss in performance, but are interesting thermal management approaches

for computing systems.

In [75, 76], authors adjust the task scheduling time slices. Reducing the time of

“hot” jobs leads to slightly degraded application performances but limits the need

for more severe thermal throttling techniques such as frequency scaling.

In [28, 45], authors use a compiler approach to determine application phases.

They adjust task priority and execution time to control the temperature with a

fully utilized system.

In [154], authors organize the order of execution of tasks to control the

temperature. Their approach is to interleave “cold” tasks while “hot” tasks are

running to limit thermal throttling.

In [63], authors propose activity migration to control the temperature of

CPU cores. They use PMU counters and an RC-network to predict CPU core

temperatures.

In [152], authors propose a scheduling system to control the temperature. They

use PMU counters and RC-network to predict the temperature. Two predictive

models are used, one to predict application temperature, and another to predict

CPU core temperatures. Another mechanism to adjust tasks priority is in place.

Recently, Arm introduced Intelligent Power Allocation (IPA) which maximizes

the performance of the device within a thermal envelope [12]. It accomplishes this

by integrating thermal closed-loop management with intelligent power distribution

amongst system components. A system component is a block that supports

frequency scaling which could be CPUs, GPUs, DSP, etc. At its heart, IPA

uses frequency scaling on system components to distribute performance and power

requests based on power budget and thermal headroom in the system. The power

budget is estimated using a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller. Each

system component can request different performance levels. And by using a power

model, IPA estimates their relative power consumption and thermal impact on

the system. The power budget is then intelligently distributed among system
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components in the device to maximize performance while keeping the temperature

under control.

Under Linux, the default thermal management employs a frequency scaling

approach. This strategy will be presented and explored in detail in chapter 5.

3.2.3 Thermal management on single-ISA AMP

This section reviews some works specific to the thermal management for single-ISA

AMP systems. To help frame work in this thesis table 3.2 presents an overview of

work in this area.

In [102], authors propose a QoS-based resource management to schedule tasks on

a cluster at a specific frequency to satisfy the QoS requested for the tasks. Thermal

management is relative to the Thermal Design Power (TDP) budget of a cluster.

They rely on the Linux CFS scheduler for task-to-core mapping and do not control

specific CPU core assignment within a cluster.

In [125], authors use state-space modelling based on an RC-network model to

predict the temperature and to determine a thermal budget to operate the device.

The strategy consists of using the highest tolerable frequencies with all big cores

according to the power budget. When the power budget cannot be met, individual

CPU cores that have the highest temperature is powered off, leaving the scheduling

responsibility to the operating system to reassign applications to other cores. The

evaluation considers only single-threaded applications.

In [17, 20], authors predict power and temperature using state-space modelling

with an RC-network model to allow the number of cores used and the maximal

frequency of the big cluster that satisfy thermal constraints. If the prediction

suggests 0 CPU core from the big cluster at the minimal frequency that satisfy

thermal constraints, tasks are mapped to the LITTLE cluster and the hottest core

of the big cluster is set to offline as a last resort. It seems that once a core is set

to offline, it is never set to online later. The task-to-core mapping is not controlled

precisely and the work rely on the Linux CFS scheduler. Therefore, if a workload
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Table 3.2: An overview of the work presented in section 3.2.3 on thermal

management for single-ISA AMP systems.
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has an uneven computing activity or dynamic phase activity change, this strategy

may not find the best tasks mapping before reducing the performance of the system.

In [18, 19], authors focus on maximizing performance of foreground tasks that

run on the GPU under an Android environment. When an intensive background task

on the big cluster causes a thermal emergency, tasks are migrated to the LITTLE

cluster. The frequency control of the big cluster is performed using the default

DVFS governor. Tasks scheduling on the CPU are not controlled precisely. The

main drawback of this strategy is when the foreground application depends on a

background task. The proposed strategy does not capture dependency relationship

of tasks and may deliver poor performance to a foreground application that is waiting

for a background task that runs on the LITTLE cluster.

In [115, 118, 116, 117], authors propose a QoS-based thermal management

strategy to satisfy user experience. To do so, they allow short burst workload to

exhaust thermal headroom and focuses on slightly degrading the QoS for long-time

running workload by using frequency scaling that employs a step-by-step frequency

reduction if the device is over a thermal limit. An offline analysis is used to

characterize the device for thermal coupling between CPU cores with the GPU,

and also for application performance characterization. This offline analysis is used

at runtime to schedule applications. In particular, offline thermal characterization is

used to determine an order in which cores are likely to heat up rapidly relative to each

other. This offline analysis is then reused for scheduling during a thermal emergency.

On the other hand, application performance characterization helps in determining

tasks and threads which are part of the critical path that contributes the most to the

QoS metric and user experience. These tasks are then mapped to the big cluster,

while the other tasks stay on the LITTLE cluster. If the temperature of the device

cannot be reduced further after reaching the lowest available frequency on the big

cluster, all applications are migrated to the LITTLE cluster. The offline analysis

must be performed for every application before being usable under this thermal

strategy. This step can be long and difficult to scale when applications contain a
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large number of threads, and each thread has erratic activities that contribute to

the critical path.

In [138], authors propose a predictive thermal and power management approach

based on the gradient of the last two temperature readings and a power model using

an AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA) model. A dynamic error correction is

applied to the thermal predictor at runtime. The frequency of a cluster is adjusted

by using the information of Memory Reads Per Instruction Retired that the cluster

is currently experiencing. The scheduling strategy is based on the work from [110].

In [72, 73], authors use performance models built at runtime to predict which

is the best option between intra- and inter-cluster migration and frequency scaling

to reduce the device temperature. When there is a thermal emergency on the big

cluster, they first try to migrate tasks between cores if there are any that are not

being used. Otherwise, they migrate all tasks from the big cluster to the LITTLE

cluster. While doing so, they build two models that attempt to predict the cost

of migrations between clusters, as well as the performance loss by using DVFS on

the big bluster. Both models take IPC and cluster operating frequencies as input

and produce some sort of cost factor. As the model is built at runtime, it requires

testing the two approaches of migration-based and DVFS-based approach separately.

Once these penalty models are built, they can identify what would be the best

approach in the event of a subsequent thermal emergency. Both models are reset if

the workload changes. This strategy is effective when the workload is regular and

linear in its dynamic behaviour. However, when the workload is constantly changing

this strategy may be inefficient. The evaluation considers multiple single-threaded

applications and does not involve multithreaded applications nor relative penalties

due to memory communication.
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3.3 Summary

All related works presented in this chapter that attempt to predict values from power

consumption and heat production show more or less errors between the predictive

models and the truth.

This is due to the nature of the underlying hardware. In section 2.1, the

relationship between the number of switched transistors and power consumption

has been established. The more transistors involved, the greater the power

consumption. As such, one could not extract the precise power consumption

(therefore the temperature) without knowing the exact calculation beforehand.

In [107], the authors conducted an experiment where they exhaustively exercise

the mul instruction on all operand values on an 8-bit Atmel AVR processor. The

results show that there is a 15% difference in power consumption depending on the

value of the operands.

Moreover, the input of the model is generally a util metric provided by the

operating system kernel which is based on the scheduling time slice. However, this

metric does not encompass the actual physical use of the hardware considering micro-

architectural specificities. Another approach is to use PMU counters to account

for the number of instructions executed. Sadly, while being more fine-grained,

this approach has its own drawback. figure 3.1 shows an experiment comparing

two code constructions running on a Cortex-A15 consisting of “add r0, r0, r0”

for figure 3.1a, or “mul r0, r1, r2” for figure 3.1b. Both code construction have

an IPC value of one. However, the add code construction draws about 12% more

power than a mul code construction. Thus, the non-injective non-surjective relation

between IPC and power is not trivial and any model will be inaccurate by just

considering PMU counters in isolation.

In addition, the nature of the memory hierarchy may result in different timing

latencies depending on the actual data location. For instance, the same memory load

instruction could have a low latency if the data is located in the local cache, and high

latency if the data is residing in a remote cache or off-chip memory. Moreover, we will
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Figure 3.1: Two different program that have an IPC value of one, but face

different power consumption. The program exercise repeatedly an add instruction

in figure 3.1a, and a mul instruction in figure 3.1b for one minute.

The rest of the code that drives the execution is the same and consists of a simple

loop. The number of instructions in the loop is set to fit in a virtual memory

page of 4 KB to limit TLB operations, the number of iterations per loop for both

programs is the same and both experiments operate under the same setup on CPU

frequency and core mapping. Therefore, the only difference in hardware usage is the

instruction and registers used.

With a steady-state temperature of 46 ◦C and 1.46 W of power consumption

for the add instruction and a steady-state temperature of 44 ◦C and 1.28 W of

power consumption for the mul instruction, there are 4% difference in steady-state

temperature and 12% difference in power consumption while the IPC is 1.
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see in chapter 4 that the system under study shows a non linear latency depending

on the frequencies of components of the system. This non-determinism will bring

inaccuracy to any model that targets hardware comprising such a hierarchy.

Furthermore, the complexity of predictive models to consider transient temper-

ature and the positive feedback loop nature between thermal and power leakage

requires expensive code in space and time. Also, the utilization of such models

directly on the device has an intrusive impact on the system.

For these reasons, the thermal management approach proposed in this thesis in

chapter 5 comprising scheduling and frequency scaling does not involve a complex

predictive thermal model. Instead, the approach uses directly available thermal

sensors and acts reactively to thermal events.



Chapter 4

Multiprocessing and frequency

scaling: when data takes its time.

Modern embedded platforms such as mobile and tablet devices have become a

ubiquitous part of the modern computing ecosystem. Their battery-powered design

has driven a new wave of hardware research, including the asymmetric multiprocessor

(AMP). This is a System-on-Chip (SoC) which offers a cluster of CPU cores designed

to be energy efficient, and another designed to offer high performance. This concept

has been implemented in the ARM big.LITTLE architecture which is widely adopted

in mobile platforms, including the Samsung Galaxy range. The big.LITTLE design

has an energy efficient processor (named LITTLE) with a performant but more

power-hungry processor (named big), where each processor also offers a range of

frequency settings. This design exposes a large optimization space for software

to trade performance against reduced energy consumption by choosing a processor

depending on energy and time constraints.

In order to simplify software development for the platform, the hardware offers

transparent data coherency between its processor clusters. On many big.LITTLE

platforms, this is implemented via the ARM CoreLink CCI-400 interconnect [6]

which uses a bus-snooping protocol: when a data access is issued by a processor,

the interconnect will broadcast a message to all processors to check whether the
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data is present in their local cache before accessing RAM. Because the interconnect

communicates with the processor, extra latency can be introduced in this procedure

if the processor’s clock frequency is low. Experimental exploration shows that gcc

can suffer an 80% slowdown due to this mechanism. While newer big.LITTLE

platforms include a hardware snoop filter to mitigate these effects, the popular CCI-

400 interconnect remains in wide use across the world – a recent study by Facebook

reports that 75% of smartphones using their platform have CPU designs released

before 2013 [150], before any big.LITTLE hardware snoop filters were designed.

This chapter presents a software solution to this problem with a novel ondemand-

anti-snoop governor, a new Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS)

governor which enhances the standard Linux ondemand governor to consider the

memory traffic between processor units and main memory at a hardware-level. The

proposed approach is highly generalized, working transparently across all software,

and requires only a simple, generic, train-once model of real-time system activity

to learn snoop effects in a range of scenarios. Evaluation of this work shows that

performance improvements of up to 40% can be achieved with this new dynamic

frequency governor on real-world software.

The main contributions of this work are:

• A methodology to characterize snooping latency effects on the bus-snoop

protocol interconnect fabric.

• A simple but effective model of snoop latency using a microbenchmark; the

model is trained once on this benchmark and then applies generically to all

software.

• A new DVFS governor which uses the proposed model together with hardware-

level information to mitigate snooping latency in real-time by locating the ideal

holistic frequency configurations on the SoC.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 first presents the hardware

architecture in detail on which the study is conducted. Section 4.2 then presents
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a model of snooping effects, considering hardware-level data, and a new frequency

scaling governor using this model to mitigate snooping latency. An evaluation of the

new governor on a set of real-world workloads is presented in section 4.4. Finally,

the chapter is summerised in section 4.5.

4.1 Memory architecture background

To understand the relative difference in execution time for different clock frequencies,

this section first explains in detail how memory works on the platform used for this

study.

The platform in question is an Odroid-XU3 from HardKernel [58], which

implements the Exynos 5422 System-on-Chip (SoC) from Samsung [120]. The SoC

itself is identical to that used in the Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone, though the host

board is slightly different. Section 2.5 provides more detail of the SoC architecture,

which implements two CPU clusters of 4 cores each, for a total of 8 cores. One

cluster targets energy efficiency (named LITTLE) and uses a Cortex-A7 [10], while

the other cluster targets performance (named big) and uses a Cortex-A15 [9]. Each

CPU core has its own private L1 cache and shares one L2 cache within the same

cluster. Both CPUs have 32 KB instruction cache and 32 KB for data in L1 cache.

The LITTLE cluster has a unified 512 KB L2 last-level cache, while the big cluster

has 2 MB. Finally, CPU core clock frequency is shared between cores within the

same cluster.

In this SoC, data cache coherency between the two clusters is managed by the

ARM CoreLink CCI-400 Cache Coherent Interconnect [8]. Using this interconnect

fabric, when a CPU core in a cluster performs a read/write memory operation for

data that is not contained in its internal cache, the interconnect checks if the data

is present in the cache of the other cluster, and if not, it then performs an access

to off-chip main memory (RAM). This check is performed by an operation called

snooping, for which further specification details can be found in the relevant ARM
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white paper [130].

The effect of snooping on this hardware is that extra latency can be introduced

when a process performs several memory accesses and when the frequency of the

other cluster is low. This is because the interconnect fabric communicates with the

CPU cluster to check its cache status, and the cache status check is performed at

a speed relative to the current clock frequency of the cluster. Therefore, a process

running on one CPU cluster can stall on memory accesses because another cluster

has a low clock frequency.

This effect interacts with the common dynamic CPU frequency scaling policy

(DVFS) used in Linux, and present on the majority of Android smartphones (the

popular Energy Aware Scheduler (EAS) for Android uses a frequency governor with

a very similar design to that used in standard Linux). DVFS by default attempts

to reduce the clock frequency of a CPU whenever it is idle, to correspondingly

reduce the amount of energy consumed by that CPU. Whenever one particular CPU

cluster on a big.LITTLE chip has a low workload intensity, the clock frequency of

that cluster is reduced, which can in turn cause snoop-induced stalling on memory

accesses across other clusters. Experimentation shows that this stalling can cause

a slowdown of up to 80% for the most memory-intensive applications – which is a

very significant impact for the wide range of smartphone models using this hardware

architecture.

Obvious solutions to this problem are (i) to always run all CPUs at their highest

clock frequency, or (ii) to try to completely power down CPUs that aren’t being

heavily used (as powering down a CPU cluster also removes snooping effects).

Both approaches are problematic: running CPU clusters at high frequencies incur

significant energy penalties and so will reduce battery lifetime while powering down

a CPU cluster takes a significant amount of time to migrate tasks and deactivate

cluster-bound kernel services (our measurements with hotplug show that Linux

takes 300 ms to power down a low-workload cluster). A third approach for an idle

CPU with no workload is to rely on periodically putting that CPU into sleep mode
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via the cpuidle framework (rather than forcing a full power down), and periodically

waking the CPU to accommodate kernel maintenance routines. However, during all

of the periods in which the CPU is awake this may incur snooping latency.

Therefore, neither of these approaches is attractive by themselves. Instead, a

model of the hardwar snooping behaviour and its interaction with clock frequencies

is used to discover how the snoop architecture behaves. In particular, this model is

trained on a microbenchmark that stresses in isolation the memory subsystem. Using

this trained model, a new dynamic frequency governor is proposed. This governor

monitors the system in real-time to continually find a balance between raising clock

frequencies to avoid snoop-induced stalling when needed while still keeping them as

low as possible to conserve energy. This governor is most effective when multiple

clusters are awake with at least some workload, but is also complementary to periodic

CPU sleep protocols used on completely idle clusters during the times when that

CPU wakes for maintenance procedures.

The next section introduces the design of this model and its training.

4.2 Modeling snooping latency

The first step is to develop a detailed model of the conditions under which snooping

latency occurs and to understand which hardware monitors can be measured to

enable the detection of this effect in real-time and correlate it with a model. This

procedure is done by using a microbenchmark that targets a range of different

memory access patterns.

The following subsections first present a study of snoop latency effects, in general,

using this microbenchmark, then discuss how one could detect these effects in real-

time using Performance Monitoring Counter (PMC) on both the CPU and the

interconnect fabric.
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(a) CPU cycles spent to perform a memory access.
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Figure 4.1: Benchmark on the LITTLE cluster, big cluster idle
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(a) CPU cycles spent to perform a memory access.
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(b) CPU PMCs memory bus access for the process.
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(c) CCI PMCs stall cycles per read on the big port.
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Figure 4.2: Benchmark on the big cluster, LITTLE cluster idle
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4.2.1 Memory latency exploration

To study snooping latency on memory operation, a microbenchmark has been

designed to stress the memory subsystem. This microbenchmark is largely inspired

by other works on the subject [31, 94, 135]. However, those were lacking of generality

and practicability for the purpose of this study. The benchmark runs a pointer-

chasing loop over an array of a given size; values in the array represent the next

index to follow in this same array for the next iteration. The benchmark can be

configured to access the array using a range of different patterns, including a linear

access of a unit stride, a stride of a cache line size, or a random pattern which

prevents smart CPU memory prefetchers from being effective 1.

The benchmark is executed on one active cluster, keeping the other cluster idle,

over each possible set of cluster frequencies and with different parameterizations to

cover a large range of use cases. The parameterization comprises all three memory

pattern accesses and multiple different array sizes. The array size itself is chosen

to either fit or not fit in the different CPU internal cache sizes of both clusters, the

latter case forcing off-chip memory access.

The figure 4.1 presents the overall results of running the benchmark on the

LITTLE cluster and keeping the big cluster idle while the figure 4.2 presents the

reverse scenario. Each graph shows all three memory access patterns with different

array sizes. The graph legend shows the size (in number of indexes in the array) and

pattern access for each series – where an access pattern 0 is the random pattern, 1

is a strictly sequential pattern, and 16 is a sequential pattern with a stride of the

size of a data cache line of the CPU (both CPU clusters use a fixed line length of 64

bytes for their data cache at each cache level and array indexing via a size t type

which is an unsigned integer of 4 bytes on a 32-bit CPU).

First, let us begin by measuring the overall total number of CPU clock cycles

spent to perform a single memory access in the benchmark (which reads the index of

the next memory access in the array); the results of this are shown in figure 4.1a and

1The code source of the benchmarck is available at https://github.com/wwilly/benchmark

https://github.com/wwilly/benchmark
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figure 4.2a for the benchmarks running on the LITTLE and big cluster respectively.

The x-axes of all graphs show the CPU and main memory frequency configuration

in the format {big freq}-{LITTLE freq}-{mem freq}2, and the y-axes show CPU

cycles. figure 4.1a and figure 4.2a show that there is an increase in the number of

cycles for any benchmark with an array of more than 131,072 elements3, or when

the memory access pattern is not strictly sequential. In both of these cases, there is

an additional increase in cycles when the idle cluster has its frequency set below a

certain level; in figure 4.1a this increase in cycles occurs when the idle big cluster

drops below 0.7 GHz, while in figure 4.2a it occurs when the idle LITTLE cluster

drops below 0.4 GHz.

One can note that, where a performance drift occurs, frequencies are at different

levels depending on the cluster. This can be explained by differences in the

microarchitecture design of both processors regarding pipelining. On the LITTLE

cluster (Cortex-A7), the latency of an L1 cache hit is three cycles in the best case,

while it is four cycles on the big cluster (Cortex-A15). As such, it is assumed that

a snoop acknowledgement on the big cluster is deeper in the pipeline than on the

LITTLE cluster, hence the different level of performance drift.

The graphs in figure 4.1b-c and figure 4.2b-c show information from the PMCs

that are used to detect snooping latency cases in real-time. These PMC readings

are taken across an identical set of frequencies and benchmarks to those used in

figure 4.1a and figure 4.2a. In detail, figure 4.1c shows CCI stalling cycles per read

request coming from the LITTLE cluster, while figure 4.2c shows CCI stalling cycles

per read request coming from the big cluster. In both cases one can clearly see that

this PMC correlates with the snoop mechanism effect: when clock frequencies are

too low under certain memory access patterns, a higher stalling cycles is recorded

on this PMC. Therefore, while this PMC shows part of the picture, it is only able

2CPU frequencies are shown in GHz, and memory in MHz. Dynamic adjustment of both

memory and CPU frequencies is available by default on the Linux kernel on the tested platform.
3This threshold is a result of the L2 cache size on the LITTLE cluster, which is 512 KB

(131, 072× 4bytes).
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to report all events from an entire cluster, involving all of its cores, and all of its

processes.

It is also useful to understand the memory profile of a particular process for

which one would like to optimize, to figure out if the snoop latency measurements

are actually affecting this process. Because the governor tends to be agnostic in

any application-specific knowledge or static memory profiling, the governor uses a

CPU PMC providing real-time memory bus usage for each core. figure 4.1b (and

figure 4.2b) shows the mem bus access PMC for the microbenchmark running on

the LITTLE and big cluster respectively which offers exactly this information in

real-time. Here one can see that the number of memory accesses per cycle appears

to reduce across benchmark configurations as the CPU frequency of the other cluster

is lowered. This decrease is caused by the stalling effect itself, such that a process

has an apparently lower amount of memory access as recorded by this PMC if that

process is being affected by snoop-based stalling. This effectively reduces the speed

with which that process executes and so reduces its apparent memory access volume

per cycle.

The combined data from these PMCs indicates that stalling for a particular

process of interest can be detected by reading the CCI PMC of its non-resident

cluster, and the memory bus access profile CPU PMC of the process on its resident

cluster. When the memory access profile exceeds a certain memory size or has a

non-sequential pattern and begins to show lower memory accesses per cycle, and

the CCI PMC of the non-resident cluster indicates stalling, one can assume that the

clock frequency of the other cluster must be increased to reduce stalling effects for

this particular process.

The next section proposes a formal way to use these PMCs to dynamically

determine when the snooping mechanism could affect application performance.
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cci_congestion <= 0.01074

memory_bus_access <= 4e-05

True

memory_bus_access <= 0.00822

False

decision = decrease_frequency decision = decrease_frequency decision = decrease_frequency decision = increase_frequency

(a) Decision tree used to manage frequency of the big cluster.

cci_congestion <= 0.00023

memory_bus_access <= 0.05568

True

memory_bus_access <= 0.00468

False

decision = decrease_frequency decision = decrease_frequency decision = decrease_frequency decision = increase_frequency

(b) Decision tree used to manage frequency of the LITTLE cluster.

Figure 4.3: Decision trees used to find CPU frequencies that limit snooping latency.

4.2.2 Detection of snooping latency

As shown in the section 4.2.1, for certain combinations of stalling cycles on the

CCI PMC and memory bus access via the CPU’s PMC, a clear trend of increase in

latency can be seen. However, these increases show a non-linear relationship between

the PMC values (specifically: the values reported in figure 4.1b and figure 4.1c

relative to processes running on the LITTLE cluster; and the values in figure 4.2b

and figure 4.2c for processes running on the big cluster). These non-linear relations

are difficult to capture heuristically. Instead, an offline automatic modelling process

has been developed to determine the ideal levels to configure the respective CPU

frequencies.

There are two key questions to consider in solving this task: 1) which CPU

frequency configuration has performance loss? and 2) what values do the relative

PMCs report when there is known snooping latency?
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A rigorous test for the first question would be to detect when the performance

variation is statistically significant and not inherent noise due to the operating

system’s process management. To determine whether there is a statistically

significant variation, a Student’s t-test is performed on each execution trace

(scanning each CPU configuration) against the highest possible frequency of both

clusters. The Student’s t-test is a standard statistical method to establish whether

or not a difference between two data sets is significant. For this study, a problematic

snooping latency is assumed when the p-value of this statistical test is higher than

0.05.

Once execution instances that have snooping latency issues are identified, the

second question can be answered using a machine learning model. The goal of this

step is to find thresholds on which there is a problematic snooping latency relative

to the hardware-level monitoring points of the CPU PMC memory bus access and

CCI PMC stall cycles. Since the objective is to find a way to make a quick

decision at runtime to detect and mitigate snooping latency at any given time, a

decision tree to model the situation is used. Decision trees are relatively simple

models which are trained on a set of example data, for which execution instances

are used to determine which input values (PMC levels in this case) should imply

which output values (increase or decrease clock frequency). Once trained they can

be automatically converted to simple C programs of if-else statements for rapid

runtime decision-making.

As both cluster frequencies are managed independently, two decision trees are

built by considering the CPU PMC of the process of the resident core cluster, and the

CCI PMCs of the other non-resident cluster. In other words, when the frequency

of the LITTLE cluster is controlled, stalling cycles per read request on the

channel of the big cluster is considered, and vice versa.

Figure 4.3a and figure 4.3b show the trained decision trees to use while managing

the frequency of the big and LITTLE cluster respectively. In the trees, the variable

cci congestion corresponds to the quotient of CCI PMCs, while memory access
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corresponds to the sum of processes CPU PMC memory bus access of applications

to optimize. At runtime, if PMC values are over these thresholds, the system is

deemed to be in problematic snooping latency territory and CPU frequency may

be increased to limit performance loss. Both steps of computing Student’s t-test

statistic and the generation of the decision trees were carried out using scikit-

learn[108].

The next section presents the use of this model at runtime as part of the OS

frequency management process.

4.3 A snoop-aware frequency governor

This section presents the runtime algorithm for frequency scaling which uses the

decision trees derived from the offline modelling procedure. These decision trees are

implemented at runtime as a set of ‘‘if-then-else’’ control flow construction.

This helps in making almost instant decisions on which clock frequencies to use

across both CPU clusters based on the current memory access characteristics of a

process of interest, and the stalling behaviour of the inter-cluster cache interconnect.

This section will first present how the default Linux kernel algorithm to manage

CPU frequencies is working. And then proposes a refined version which leverages

runtime hardware-level information to alleviate snooping latency.

4.3.1 Linux DVFS governor

Algorithm 1: Linux DVFS ondemand governor.

1 if load > up threshold then

2 cpu freq = max cpu freq

3 else

4 cpu freq = min cpu freq + load ∗ (max cpu freq −min cpu freq)/100

5 end
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To limit the energy consumption of a device when there is no CPU activity,

Linux dynamically adjusts the speed and therefore power settings of all CPUs using

DVFS. This is implemented in the logic of a module termed a governor.

The default governor used in many flavours of Linux is the ondemand gover-

nor [106] which works simply by adjusting the CPU frequency in direct proportion

to the current load of the CPU, where the load level is defined as the amount of

time for which the CPU is non-idle during the last sampling period. The algorithm 1

shows the main body of this standard governor 4, which is also very similar to that

used with the EAS scheduling framework (schedutil governor) on Android.

This governor does not rely on any in-depth hardware-level information, basing

its decision-making only on process activity levels over time. As such, the governor

would choose the lowest frequency for a cluster when it is idle. However, as shown

in the previous section, this decision may induce snooping latency combined with

certain memory behaviour for a process running on another cluster.

To avoid this issue on AMP architectures which employ a bus-snoop cache

coherency protocol, a more advanced governor which uses real-time hardware-level

data is proposed in the next section.

4.3.2 DVFS ondemand-anti-snoop governor

The approach to avoid snooping latency is based on progressively finding the right

frequency where the trained model does not detect any latency caused by the

snooping mechanism. Using the model presented in section 4.2, a refinement of

the ondemand governor is built by integrating information from both CCI PMCs

and CPU PMCs of processes to avoid snooping latency when the model indicates

that it is occurring. The algorithm 2 shows this enhanced ondemand-anti-snoop

governor, which integrates the decision tree compiled out to C code as ‘‘if-then-

else’’ control flow constructions.

4The full source code of the governor can be found at https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/

linux/kernel/git/stable/linux.git/tree/drivers/cpufreq/cpufreq_ondemand.c

https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/stable/linux.git/tree/drivers/cpufreq/cpufreq_ondemand.c
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/stable/linux.git/tree/drivers/cpufreq/cpufreq_ondemand.c
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Algorithm 2: Enhanced DVFS ondemand-anti-snoop governor.

1 if load > up threshold then

2 cpu freq = max cpu freq

3 else

4 cci congestion = update pmc cci congestion()

5 memory access = update pmc memory access()

6 if cci congestion > cci congestion threshold

7 and memory access > memory threshold then

8 stall cpu freq = cpu freq + cpu freq step

9 else

10 stall cpu freq = cpu freq − cpu freq step

11 end

12 cpu freq = min cpu freq + load ∗ (max cpu freq −min cpu freq)/100

13 cpu freq = clamp(max(cpu freq, stall cpu freq))

14 end
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This enhanced DVFS governor works as follows. The first step is to update

the relevant hardware information by reading PMU counters (lines 4 and 5), then

consults the trained decision tree (compiled out to C code, on lines 6 and 7) to

determine whether the model suggests increasing the CPU frequency or reducing it

for a given cluster. Following this, the procedure calculates both (a) the suggested

CPU frequency based on the current system load, and (b) the recommended

frequency based on the model, and set the actual frequency to whichever of (a)

and (b) is higher (line 13)5. This comparison is necessary because the load-based

frequency scaling approach may recommend a higher frequency than the model

for scenarios in which CPU-intensive processes are running that incur no snooping

latency. Likewise, the load-based approach may suggest a lower frequency for a less

busy CPU cluster, when another cluster is actually stalling due to cache snooping,

in which case the model will suggest the higher frequency.

4.3.3 Implementation details

The proposed approach is implemented directly in the Linux kernel v5.15 by

modifying the task struct to allow per-thread CPU PMCs readings. Also, the

ondemand-anti-snoop governor reads CPU PMCs for each thread that has been

active over the last period, and CCI PMCs6 from the interconnect. Because of this

additional periodic monitoring of PMCs, this approach incurs a small continuous

overhead that will be discussed in detail in the section 4.4.3. All software and

benchmarks have been compiled using GCC v10.2 and run on a Debian 11 Linux

distribution.

5The clamp notation on line 13 includes a calculation of both the valid frequency range of the

CPU according to its design specifications, and its maximum actual range advised by the thermal

driver, taking into account automated thermal protection.
6Support for reading CCI-400 PMCs is not currently available in the mainline kernel source

code; support has been added for these PMCs to the Linux kernel and a patch submitted to the

Linux mainline maintainer is currently under review.
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Figure 4.4: Time results on microbe, the microbenchmark used to train the decision

trees. The baseline is the Linux ondemand governor.

4.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the software solution to avoid snooping latency, this

section compares the new ondemand-anti-snoop governor against three alternatives

using a set of benchmarks (discussed in the following section). The first alternative

uses the default CPU DVFS ondemand governor and serves as a reference for other

comparators. The second one sets the active cluster to its highest frequency while

forcing the idle cluster to its lowest frequency. This setting is meant to determine the

worst case scenario when snooping latency is not taken into account but exhibits low

energy usage. The third one sets both clusters at their highest frequency, achieving

the minimal time for the workload at the expense of higher energy costs.

Both metrics of execution time and energy consumption are considered and each

benchmark are executed five times and the average (using a geometric mean [52]) of

execution time and energy consumption are taken to normalize noise and reduce the

effect of outliers. Energy consumption is measured using onboard energy sensors

that measures power consumption where a reading is taken every 263808 µs and

accumulated in a variable that represents the energy consumed during the last

sampling period. This accumulator is reset before running a benchmark, and the

first reading after the benchmark has finished is reported as energy.
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(a) Speedup.
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(b) Energy saving.
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Figure 4.5: Results of experiments on real-world benchmarks, using the Linux

ondemand governor as a baseline.
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4.4.1 Benchmark selection

This work has been evaluated with a set of 15 different benchmarks. This includes

popular benchmarks for CPU profiling chosen to demonstrate performance in the

best, worst, and average case; and also benchmarks which are representative of the

general use cases of mobile devices using this CPU architecture.

To evaluate the new governor on specific conditions that stress decision trees

code blocks of the ondemand-anti-snoop governor, a set of benchmarks from the

standard SPEC2006 benchmark suite was selected [62]. The selection of specific tests

is based on existing research by Jaleel [69] which studies this benchmark suite in

detail to characterize it in terms of CPU cache memory misses per 1,000 instructions,

a metric termed ‘MPKI’ which interacts with the hardware features that the new

governor is designed to optimize. Benchmark selection comprises the gcc benchmark

with g23 input and bwaves with test input as these benchmarks face high MPKI

for both clusters. For comparison, povray with train input was also selected as

it faces very little MPKI. On the other hand, h264ref with train input is used

as its MPKI appears below 2 MB, causing the LITTLE cluster to face high snoop

latency while the big cluster should not suffer much. These benchmarks are chosen to

provide a clear theoretical picture of the characteristics of the new governor in best,

worst, and middle-ground scenarios. Finally, this work was also evaluated on the

microbenchmark used to train the decisions trees as discussed in the section 4.2.1,

to show how it performs at runtime when using the ondemand-anti-snoop governor.

The particular SoC present in the platform used in this work, the Exynos 5422,

is mostly used on mobile devices including smartphones and tablet computers.

To reflect two of the dominant end-user applications for these devices, a set of

standard web-browsing benchmark suites and a video decoding benchmark is used,

demonstrating the effects of the new ondemand-anti-snoop governor in a realistic

end-user setting. In detail, BBench [57] and Speedometer 2.0 [4] are used for web-

browsing benchmarks. BBench is used to test general web browsing, which performs

automatic browsing by loading and scrolling a selected web page. Speedometer
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2.0 is used to specifically test JavaScript performance in the browser to model

highly interactive websites. Both aspects of this web browser benchmarking are

performed using the Chromium browser controlled by puppeteer [35]. All of the

performance measurements that are reported include the launch of Chromium, page

loading, full JavaScript execution and taking a screenshot of the full rendered final

web page. The server-side elements of the Speedometer 2.0 benchmark are hosted

on an isolated local Apache web server serviced by a 1 Gb Ethernet connection.

For video decoding benchmarks the standard Linux mplayer application with the

command-line parameters -nosound -vo null -benchmark options is used, using

a specific video stored locally on the device and publicly available for replication [2].

4.4.2 Results

The experimental execution time results are shown in figure 4.4 for the microbench-

mark used to train the decision trees used in ondemand-anti-snoop governor and

figure 4.5a for real-world benchmarks. Figure 4.5b shows the energy results for

real-world benchmarks. On both graphs the x-axis labels have the format {name}-

{input}-{cluster} and show which benchmark name is being used, its input type,

and the cluster (b/L) on which the benchmark is executed (the other cluster is kept

idle). On both graphs data is reported in terms of how many times better or worse

it is compared to the default Linux ondemand governor (thereby using this governor

as a consistent baseline). All results involving ondemand-anti-snoop governor are

achieved using real-time monitoring of each process, along with stalling effects on

the cache interconnect to dynamically scan for the ideal clock frequencies of both

clusters.

The first step of this evaluation is to check how the new governor behaves against

the microbenchmark used to train the model as described in section 4.2. On average,

in figure 4.4 one can see that the new governor outperforms the ondemand governor

by 1.4x. ondemand-anti-snoop governor is also always at least as good as the

ondemand governor across all benchmarks, indicating that the inherent overhead
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of using PMCs at runtime has limited impact on the system compared to its

benefits. The varying performance of this governor across specific configurations of

this benchmark is simply down to the relative memory intensity and access pattern

of each particular configuration – those which incur more L2 cache misses see a

higher benefit using ondemand-anti-snoop governor.

The next step is to evaluate this work on realistic benchmarks, including those

designed to test specific aspects of the new governor and those representatives of

common end-user activities. Considering execution time first, across all results,

in figure 4.5a one can see that the configuration that keeps the idle cluster at

its highest frequency gains the highest performance (at the cost of unnecessary

energy consumption). The new governor consistently comes in second, followed by

the ondemand governor. In some cases, this difference is very significant – against

the SPEC2006 benchmark the new governor delivers 1.4x speedup for the gcc test

compared to the ondemand governor. The exact level of speedup is highly dependent

on the memory usage characteristics of the benchmark, with the povray test yielding

a very minor speedup due to its low level of main memory usage. Examining real-

world applications, on web browsing benchmark against a series of different popular

web pages gains between 1.1x and 1.25x speedup for page loading, while Speedometer

JavaScript tests yield up to 1.3x speedup under ondemand-anti-snoop governor.

Considering the energy, shown in figure 4.5b, the graph demonstrates the benefit

of ondemand-anti-snoop to the overall performance/energy profile of the device. As

an example, one can see that SPEC2006 benchmark’s gcc test under ondemand-anti-

snoop saves 1.7x the amount of energy compared to the default ondemand governor

while also (from the previous graph) completing the benchmark 1.4x faster. This

is also useful to compare against the configuration which runs the idle core at its

highest frequency: although this configuration completes the benchmark faster than

ondemand-anti-snoop, it also uses far more energy. However, this knowledge is to

be balanced.

When the active cluster is the LITTLE cluster, setting the big cluster (which
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implements an out-of-order pipeline) to a higher frequency than necessary consumes

a significant amount of unnecessary energy.

In the reverse scenario, when the active cluster is the big cluster and the LITTLE

cluster (which implements an in-order pipeline) is kept idle, as this last consumes

a small amount of energy overall, the amount of wasted energy while running this

cluster to its highest frequency is not that significant.

In consequence, the energy saving of the ondemand-anti-snoop governor is less

than the idle cluster highest frequency governor when activated on the big

cluster. This is prominent on some benchmarks such as gcc and bwaves, and

visible on other benchmarks such as mplayer and bbench. The reason behind this

is because gcc and bwaves have significantly more memory requirements than the

other benchmarks.

Therefore, the ondemand-anti-snoop governor finds a useful balance between

performance and energy when employed on the LITTLE cluster. This is demon-

strated throughout all of the benchmarks running on the LITTLE cluster, where the

ondemand-anti-snoop governor offers a significant energy saving over the ondemand

governor while also yielding higher performance.

Finally, all of these benchmarks are subject to different dynamic activity phases

over their execution lifetime and none have been seen before by the trained model.

This indicates that this approach deals well with fluctuations of memory usage over

time by dynamically adjusting frequencies on a continuous basis. Furthermore,

its training on a single set of focused benchmarks around energy characteristics

generalizes very well to good performance on a broad range of new benchmarks.

4.4.3 Discussion

This new ondemand-anti-snoop governor aims to avoid snooping latency using

dynamic hardware-level information from PMCs, along with a simple trained model

of how the CPU clusters behave at different frequencies and with different memory

access scenarios.
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This section discusses the overhead of the proposed approach and its broader

implications. The runtime overhead of the governor comes from the fact that

it reads PMCs for every individual process (thread) to understand in real-time

how the memory accesses of a process of interest interact with CPU performance.

The reading of one PMC took between 0.6 µs and 4.7 µs on average depending

on which CPU the kthread worker and user tasks are mapped. The runtime

performs readings of only five CCI PMCs (cycle, read data stall cycle and

read requests for both clusters), and two CPU PMCs per task that has been active

during the last period (cycle and memory bus access). This very low update time,

coupled with the fact that PMC readings and decision-making do not require any

application to stop their execution, even briefly, indicates that the overhead of this

approach is far outweighed by the benefits it brings in overall performance and

energy usage.

This new DVFS governor succeeds in limiting snoop latency with a pure-software

solution. This approach is valuable in any heterogeneous multi-core design in

which cache coherency checks are dependent on the relative clock frequencies of

each different cluster. In these chip designs, a very simple model can be trained

and used to capture the interaction between memory access and frequency, and

combine this with real-time monitoring to configure the clock frequencies of all

clusters in a processor to an ideal system-wide setting. While some newer processor

designs include extra hardware support to aid with cache coherency, in which the

interconnect maintains a list of which memory is currently in the cache of each

cluster, a large number of existing devices do not have this capability and so will

benefit from this approach. A recent study [150] suggests that as much as 75%

of today’s smartphone population use CPU designs that were released before 2013

and rely on a cache coherence interconnect with no hardware snoop filter support,

making this approach very widely applicable across popular end-user devices today.
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4.5 Summary

The increasing demand for performance and energy efficiency has led embedded

systems such as mobile and tablet devices to employ heterogeneous multiprocessor

system-on-chips. The combination of different kinds of core types and frequency

configurations helps to fine-tune energy efficiency and/or performance at runtime.

Thanks to full data coherency managed in hardware through an interconnect fabric,

the software developer can ignore data cache coherency management as threads

spread across processors. However, the interconnect fabric on some SoC can cause

significant performance drops if processors are poorly configured. The work in this

chapter has shown that these performance drops can be attributed to snooping

latency which can occur when the software has large amounts of memory traffic and

CPU frequencies are set too low aiming to save energy.

This chapter has presented an automated characterization of this snooping

latency for any SoC that implements ARM CoreLink CCI-400 as its interconnect.

A simple model has been built that takes into account hardware-level information

in accordance with software memory usage to detect when snooping latency occurs

and its extent. This simple model has been used to develop a new ondemand-anti-

snoop dynamic frequency governor to manage CPU cluster frequencies and avoid

snooping latency.

Evaluation of this governor shows that a speedup of more than 40%, with a 70%

energy saving, can be achieved versus the default Linux ondemand governor on a real-

world application. This new governor, based on hardware-level use of PMCs, does

not depend on any particular software knowledge or modification to operate and

resides directly in the operating system, fully transparent to application software.

This chapter has demonstrated one possible hardware-tuned enhancement

to frequency scaling technique on asymmetric multiprocessor where data cache

coherency is implemented using a snoop bus protocol; the next chapter will continue

this work considering scheduling of applications on such systems.



Chapter 5

Scheduling on single-ISA

asymmetric multiprocessing

systems for embedded systems:

when the temperature comes into

play.

It is general knowledge that that high temperature causes unreliability and worse,

physical damage to the hardware [82, 137, 92, 128, 68, 97, 153]. On the server

and desktop market, machines are dimensioned to allow the use of cooling devices

such as heat sinks, fans, or even liquid cooling to restrain the temperature from

reaching high levels. However, the hardware considered in this work is of small form

factors for pocket or tablet-sized devices and does not have room for active cooling

apparatus. If the operating system is not able to limit the temperature, a guard is

generally present to shut down the machine as a last resort to prevent permanent

damage to the hardware and to the user of the device.

Suggested in section 2.1, the temperature of a CPU is in direct relation to the

frequency, voltage, and the work performed by this CPU. To mitigate and protect
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the device, a simple approach to reduce the temperature of the CPU once it reaches

a certain level is to reduce either the frequency, the voltage, the core activity, or a

mix of them.

Generally, the manufacturer provides a voltage table for safe operation of the

CPU operating at its different configurable frequencies. As this table already

suggests the minimal voltage required to operate the CPU safely, there is no sensible

optimization to bring by tweaking this parameter. However, there is plenty of

room to optimize the temperature by scaling the frequencies and core activities

by application scheduling.

The remainder of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 presents simple strategies

to limit the temperature and their drawbacks regarding performance by touching

frequency and core activity in isolation. Section 5.2 explores thermal management

on AMP systems using the standard solution for Linux/Android operating system

and its limitation. This section also introduces TBASS. TBASS is a new solution that

proposes a unified approach to alleviate drawbacks and limitations discovered in the

current state-of-the-art thermal management and scheduler in Linux. Both default

Linux scheduler+thermal manager and TBASS will be compared on multithreaded

workloads taken PARSEC-3.0 and Splash-3 benchmark suite in section 5.3. Finally,

section 5.4 concludes this chapter.

5.1 Approach to reduce chip temperature

To understand the performance impact on applications and effectiveness in mitigat-

ing the temperature, the following sections study different strategies by manipulating

the frequency and core activity of the CPU in isolation. Also, this section is

treated as a foundation to understand different aspects of thermal management and

consider homogeneous systems where each CPU core deliver the same computing

performance. These different strategies will be combined and confronted to target

heterogenous systems in section 5.2.
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5.1.1 A simple approach for frequency scaling

Frequency scaling is a well-known technique and is common in operating systems.

For instance, when the temperature of a CPU core increases above a specified

threshold, the thermal manager of the kernel reduces the CPU frequency, to

eventually increase it back when the thermal emergency is mitigated.

In Linux (and by extension Android), the thermal manager reduces the OPP of

the chip by one step. Once the chip temperature has dropped below the threshold,

the OPP of the chip is increased to improve the performance. This strategy is

designated as the step wise thermal governor and is presented in listing 5.1.1

Figure 5.1 shows a trace demonstrating the step wise thermal governor in

action. As can be seen, this simple strategy is effective in limiting the temperature

to reach a critical level. However, there are multiple issues in its definition.

The first issue is that this simple thermal policy does not force the temperature

to stay below the thermal limit. As such, it is possible to still reach and stay at a

high temperature and face instability. For instance, during a workload burst, the

temperature could reach a very high temperature. If after scaling down by one step

the temperature becomes stable, no further cooling action is taken and thus the

temperature is not reduced. To alleviate this issue, the ENFORCE STRICTNESS option

in listing 5.1 could be considered to enforce strict consideration of the thermal limit.

Another issue of this strategy is that it considers only temperature mitigation

of the single CPU core covered by the thermal sensor, and does not consider the

performance of the system as a whole. As such, when the frequency of a particular

core is shared with other cores, this strategy will reduce the performance of all sibling

cores. Moreover, other parts of the system may be impacted by the operating

frequency of particular CPUs. For instance, chapter 4 studied a system where

memory communication latency is tightly coupled with CPU frequency. Thus, when

1Linux source code of the step wise thermal governor could be found at https:

//git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/stable/linux.git/tree/drivers/thermal/

gov_step_wise.c

https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/stable/linux.git/tree/drivers/thermal/gov_step_wise.c
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/stable/linux.git/tree/drivers/thermal/gov_step_wise.c
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/stable/linux.git/tree/drivers/thermal/gov_step_wise.c
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1 void thermal_governor_stepwise_principle ()

2 {

3 while(true) {

4 bool req_step_down = false;

5 bool req_step_up = false;

6
7 for_each_thermal_zone(tz) {

8 if (tz ->temperature >= th_limit) {

9 switch (tz ->trend) {

10 case THERMAL_TREND_STABLE:

11 #ifdef ENFORCE_STRICTNESS

12 req_step_down |= true;

13 #endif /* ENFORCE_STRICTNESS */

14 break;

15
16 case THERMAL_TREND_RAISING:

17 req_step_down |= true;

18 break;

19
20 case THERMAL_TREND_DROPPING:

21 break;

22 }

23 } else {

24 switch (tz ->trend) {

25 case THERMAL_TREND_STABLE:

26 case THERMAL_TREND_RAISING:

27 break;

28
29 case THERMAL_TREND_DROPPING:

30 req_step_up |= true;

31 break;

32 }

33 }

34 }

35
36 if (req_step_down) {

37 freq_step_down ();

38 } else if (req_step_up) {

39 freq_step_up ();

40 }

41
42 sleep(polling_time);

43 }

44 }

Listing 5.1: Thermal manager implementing a simple frequency scaling approach.
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Figure 5.1: A workload using four threads under the stepwise thermal governor.

The thermal limit is set to 75 ◦C. This thermal governor reacts considering the

temperature trend, but does not enforce a strict thermal limit. When a temperature

trend is stable but over the thermal limit, the governor does not react.
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this aspect is not considered, this strategy in isolation could impact the performance

of the entire system.

Lastly, this strategy does not consider any scheduling decision. Under Linux, the

Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) [88] is generally employed to manage the placement

of tasks on the CPU. This scheduler is used to maximize overall CPU utilization

while also maximizing interactive performance. However, it does not consider the

thermal situation of CPU cores and relies on the thermal governor to manage device

temperature. If the scheduler decides to use repeatedly hot cores, frequent cooling

action has to be taken, resulting in performance degradation.

Unfortunately, the current situation of dissociating decisions from the scheduler

and the thermal governor impacts both performance and thermal balance. Later in

this chapter, a unified approach of frequency scaling and scheduler is proposed to

maximize application performance while respecting a safe thermal operating range.

5.1.2 A simple approach to reduce core activity

with SIGSTOP & SIGCONT

The POSIX standard allows to stop and resume any process by the use of signals.

SIGSTOP suspends the process while SIGCONT resumes it. This mechanism could be

used to reduce CPU core activity by suspending running tasks that are mapped on a

CPU core which has its temperature above the thermal limit. Eventually, tasks are

resumed when the temperature drops below the limit. When all tasks are suspended,

frequency scaling could be used to reduce further CPU power consumption and

eventually reduce the temperature.

One of the main drawbacks of this strategy is that it stops any progression

of the suspended tasks. In a multithreaded context, this can have a particularly

undesirable effect. For instance, in an application where a thread that has the role

of a controller for multiple workers in a thread pool is mapped on the hottest core,

and assuming that all worker threads get to a point where they are unable to proceed

any further without a signal from the control thread, the application may lock for a
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very long time until the hottest core cools down enough to resume progression.

Other disadvantages of this strategy lie in its inability in reducing core

temperature. Supposing there is a high thermal coupling between two cores.

Considering two applications, one application may run on a core that is likely to get

hot because of thermal coupling. This application may be stopped for a very long

time if the other application is sparsely suspended. Another consideration is if the

ambient temperature is warm, the core temperature may cool down at a very slow

pace. These situations could be dramatic for performance.

5.1.3 A simple approach to reduce core activity with task

migration

Another approach for reducing CPU core activity to limit the temperature is to

migrate running tasks from hot cores to colder cores. A key point of this approach

is to find a mapping that could be kept longer before re-engaging task migrations

(limiting overhead of cold CPU cache) or involving other techniques to mitigate heat

generation.

A simple heuristic to do task mapping is to assume that the more work the task

performs, the more the task generates heat. As such, the load (i.e., the percentage of

time the task has run during a scheduling time window) is generally a first metric to

consider. With deeper insight and hardware support such as performance counters,

Instruction Per Cycle (IPC) could be used to determine a mapping. Thus, a mapping

such as assigning in descending order the hottest tasks to the ascending order of

colder cores could be used. If there are no colder CPU cores available, whether all

cores are used in a multithreaded context or temperatures of all free cores already

exceed the thermal limit, other techniques are required to reduce the temperature.

The trace in figure 5.2 shows this strategy using a multithreaded application with

3 active threads. In this experiment, the criterion used to determine tasks’ hotness

order is ((instruction∗1000)/cycle)+100∗ load. The rationale behind this criterion

is that it is assumed that the more instructions per cycle, the higher probability of
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Figure 5.2: A workload using three threads under a thermal governor that does task

migration first, followed by frequency scaling if optimal task mapping is assumed to

be found. The thermal limit is set to 75 ◦C.
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generating heat subsits and the longer a thread is running, the more it contributes

to generating heat. Also, as the actual code is directly in the kernel, a factor of 1000

is used to keep enough precision in fixed-point arithmetic. When the best mapping

is found per this heuristic but core temperature is still above the limit, frequency

scaling is used.

There are two main problems about this strategy. The first problem is that the

instruction performance counter is an aggregation of multiple micro-architecture

operations. As shown in figure 3.1 in section 3.3 from the chapter 3, a program that

performs one add instruction per cycle will have the same value of IPC as a program

that performs one mul instruction per cycle. However, these two instructions

involve different physical part of the chip resulting in mul instruction drawing less

power than add instruction. Hence, this heuristic will not accurately discriminate

the CPU burning tasks. Nonetheless, consideration of the load metric mitigates

this inaccuracy by giving more weight to the running period of the application.

The second problem is that this strategy assumes that all CPU cores deliver the

same performance during task placement. Hence, in the context of heterogeneous

architecture, as energy efficient CPUs draw less power (i.e., has cooler temperature)

than performant CPU, this strategy will favour an energy efficient CPU whereas a

performant CPU would be a better option performance-wise.

This section has demonstrated the complexity of thermal management, where

each simple approach has significant shortcomings. In the next section, a new

scheduling and thermal strategy that combines these simple approaches in a unified

manner to target such heterogeneous system will be presented.

5.2 Thermal management on single-ISA hetero-

geneous multiprocessing systems

On AMP systems such as Arm big.LITTLE [55], not all cores deliver the same

performance at the same core frequency. In this context, when employing a task
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migration approach to mitigate the temperature, the choice of a cooler CPU core

becomes non-trivial.

This section presents two schedulers that exploit the heterogeneity of the

CPU design to maximize energy efficiency and performance. The first scheduler

presented is the Linux standard scheduler (CFS) and its enhancement introducing

the knowledge of hardware performance asymmetry of different CPU type (CAS)

with its variant that integrates energy consideration (EAS). This scheduler is used

by default on smartphones equipped with heterogeneous architecture in recent

Linux and Android kernels (Linux mainline v5.0 and android-4.4). The heart of

its design is to fully consider the computing performance of individual CPU cores

on a heterogeneous system and to deliver energy-efficient scheduling for each task

with a minimal impact on throughput. However, it does not take into consideration

the thermal characteristics of the device and may fail to deliver its full performance

potential.

To address this flaw, a new scheduler is proposed that introduces thermal

knowledge in its design and improves application performance while near the thermal

limit. The scheduler favours the use of cold cores to limit thermal cooling action in

the long term. Aside from this approach, it also takes a step further and suggests a

surprising strategy of not using the most performant CPU core when available, even

if its core temperature is below the thermal limit. This strategy is employed in the

hope of using the CPU at a higher frequency to improve the overall performance of

the device.

5.2.1 Capacity-Aware Scheduling and

Energy-Aware Scheduling;

Linux CFS on heterogeneous platform

Since version 2.6.23 of the Linux kernel, Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) becomes

the default scheduler [86]. In simple words, CFS tries to assign a fair proportion of
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CPU processing time for each task on an “ideal, multitasking CPU”.

To do so, the scheduler uses the concept of a “load” metric, which is a metric of

time duration, weighted by priority (the nice value). As on a real hardware, true

multitasking is not achievable (i.e. on a CPU core, there is only one task running

at any single time), the scheduler uses the concept of virtual runtime (vruntime)

to determine the amount of time that a task would have run if there were no other

tasks running.

The scheduler uses a time-ordered red-black tree to represent tasks that are to

be executed on a CPU core (there are as many trees as CPU cores). In this tree, a

node represents a task, and the task vruntime is used as an index in the tree, such

as the leftmost node in the tree has the lowest vruntime, and this task deserves

the most to execute when the currently running task goes to sleep or the scheduler

timer expires. When the currently running task is preempted or goes to sleep, its

vruntime is increased by the amount of time it had run, adjusted with its nice

value.

In general, processes do not have a fixed and constant activity throughout their

existence, and it is a possibility that cores might become idle when there are still

work to do, which impact performance. As such, on a multiprocessor system, to

improve application throughput, when a core becomes newly idle, the scheduler will

try to pull tasks from other cores. If there are no pullable tasks, the core will enter

on idle state (C-state). Also, the scheduler will regularly rebalance these trees

which will be discussed later in this section.

Considering that each CPU cores are equal, CFS tries to spread, as much as

possible, runnable tasks amongst CPU cores to maximize applications throughput.

On heterogeneous platforms such as Arm big.LITTLE, it is wrong to consider all

CPU cores equal. To make efficient use of this hardware topology, a capacity model

is introduced in CFS that relates performance of a CPU in relation with other CPUs.

The model is constructed as follows: with frequencies of all CPUs set to their

maximum, a workload is executed on each CPU core individually, producing a
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perf workload value per CPU core. Then, the capacity of a CPU core is computed

as:

capacitycpu =
perf workloadcpu
frequency(cpu)

∗ 1024

max(perf workload)

For instance, considering a hypothetical dual processor where the first CPU A can

retire 2 instructions per cycle, the second CPU B can retire 1 instruction per cycle

and both running at the same fixed frequency, the CPU A will have a capacity

of 1024, while the CPU B will have a capacity of 512. In practice, there is no

“standard” workload to determine the capacity. However, it is suggested to use

the Dhrystone 2.0 benchmark [47].

With this addition, CFS becomes Capacity-Aware Scheduler (CAS) in the Linux

literature [85] and introduces the concept of task “utilization” (task util). task -

util is a percentage meant to represent the throughput requirements of a task and

can be considered as the task’s duty cycle during a scheduling period. For example,

in a typical homogeneous system, a task that has 100% of task util is a task

that never sleeps, while 10% suggests a small periodic task that spends more time

sleeping than executing. To cope with dynamic hardware performance, this metric

is also capacity and frequency agnostic and is computed as:

task util(p) = duty cycle(p) ∗ curr frequency(cpu)

max frequency(cpu)
∗ capacity(cpu)

max capacity

where duty cycle is the ratio of the running time of the task p against the

scheduling period; curr frequency, max frequency and capacity denote the

current frequency, the maximum frequency and the capacity of the CPU core to

which the task is currently assigned to, and finally max capacity is the maximum

capacity of the system, which is always 1024. Hence, task util delineates the task

utilization as if the task were running on the most performant CPU in the system at

the highest frequency. Like the CPU capacity model, the scale of this metric spans

from 0 to 1024.

Energy-Aware Scheduler (EAS) [87] can be considered as an extension to CFS-

CAS in the sense that it replaces task placement decisions during the wakeup path
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(i.e. when a task becomes runnable after a sleep, mutex release, IO operation, etc.).

EAS uses the capacity model, with the addition of an energy model to make task

placement decisions. The energy model is based on static information of energy

consumption of each CPU core at each frequency (P-state). During the wakeup

path, the newly awaken task will be migrated if EAS finds a better mapping that

reduces energy consumption without harming the systems throughput.

If during execution, any of the CPUs have a task where its task util is higher

than 80%, the system is considered as “overutilized”, EAS is deactivated and the

scheduler will regularly try to readjust task mapping to maximize the performance

of the system with a load balancing procedure. To do so, the scheduler will use

task util and load metrics to balance tasks amongst CPUs to maximize system

throughput and keep execution time fairness amongst tasks. Using the task util

metric, the scheduler will try to place tasks on CPU cores with enough spare capacity

(i.e. task util(p) < capacity(cpu)).

On top of that, a new mechanism is introduced that let the user clamp a task -

util value for particular tasks. This can be used to reduce a task util of a busy

loop task (which should have 100% utilization), or on the contrary, boost a task -

util of a small periodic task (e.g. 10% utilization) as to guide the scheduler and

map tasks on a particular CPU type. For instance, this can help in forcing a small

periodic latency-critical thread in a video game to run on the big cluster and improve

its frame per second. Another use case is to force a non-sensitive background task

to run on the LITTLE cluster and leave the big cluster to more important tasks for

the user experience.

With the use of capacity and energy models, the scheduler can efficiently operate

heterogeneous systems by scheduling tasks on an appropriate CPU type considering

task computing demand and improve user experience. However, this scheduler does

not consider CPU core temperature. As such, with the lack of core temperature

knowledge, tasks may be assigned to cores that are already above the thermal limit.

Thus, thermal actions such as performance degradation with frequency scaling may
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be taken often and could lead to poor performance.

The next section will elaborate more on the subject and propose a new scheduler

that uses thermal information during task placement to maximize performance when

the device is under thermal pressure.

5.2.2 Thermal Balance Aware System Scheduler
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Figure 5.3: Thermal trace superposition of separate execution of CoreMark on each

core. Peak temperature and increase rate are unique to each core.

As the manufacturing process and semiconductor are not perfect, process

variations are frequent and tend to be more pronounced as process nodes shrink [34].

Process variation has been identified and studied in multiple prior works [46, 16, 65,

80, 155]. Similarly, the floorplanning of a design does affect CPU core thermal

temperature [99, 36, 43, 117, 83].

The device used in this work is not protected from these effects. On the particular

hardware used in this study, a Hardkernel Odroid-XU3 board that uses a Samsung

Exynos5422 SoC2, it appears that during a stable and steady thermal hot situation,

2The SoC used on this board, a Samsung Exynos 5422, is also present in the Samsung Galaxy
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two CPU cores are relatively hotter than others by more than 5◦C (see figure 5.3).

If during execution and in a situation where all cores are near the thermal limit,

avoidance of using these two CPU cores may lead to a higher CPU frequency

resulting in higher application performance.

This section analyses this peculiar unbalanced thermal behaviour present in

hardware in deeper detail. A new scheduler will then be proposed that exploits

this behaviour. This new scheduler considers avoidance of CPUs that are likely to

push the device into thermal imbalance to maximize CPU frequency in the hope of

increasing overall application performance.

5.2.2.1 Imbalanced thermal behaviour

Like EAS, the proposed scheduler uses the capacity model presented above to make

scheduling decisions. However, contrary to EAS, task placement is achieved using

thermal information and makes the choice of not using performant CPU cores if they

are likely to cause a high imbalance between CPU cores’ temperatures depending

on the current thermal situation.

To do so, the scheduler employs a thermal heatmap model that helps identify

cores that are likely to be hotter than others. The thermal heatmap model is derived

during an offline stress test that tends to push the device above its thermal limit

to discover peak temperatures of each CPU core and the GPU. To achieve good

accuracy and avoid damaging the device, all experimentations are conducted with

the device inside a thermal chamber where the thermal environment is under control.

The stress test consists of a synthetic workload written in assembly tailored to the

specific CPU and performs instructions repeatedly without pause in the pipeline. To

stress the GPU alongside, the benchmark terrain from the glmark2 es2 OpenGL

benchmark suite [54] is used as it shows the highest energy consumption and

temperature increase of the benchmark suite. Figure 5.4 shows average CPU cores

and GPU peak temperature (along the y-axis) on multiple boards (along the x-axis)

S5 smartphone as well as other devices.
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Figure 5.4: Average core temperatures of the SoC while running a stress test

on different boards while stressing only the CPU (a), the GPU (b), and both

CPU+GPU (c). The SoC is idle in (d) with both CPU and GPU set to their

minimum frequencies.

Even for the same board model revision, each computing core has its own thermal

characteristics due to manufacturing process variations and thermal coupling.
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using the stress test during steady temperature after 1 minute of execution3. In this

experiment, figure 5.4a ( figure 5.4b) shows the stress test with CPU (GPU) only

with the GPU (CPU) frequency set to its minimum; in figure 5.4c both CPU and

GPU are set to use their highest tolerable frequencies.

Overall, core 3 is always the coolest core. When the CPU is used while the GPU

is idle 5.4a, cores 1 and 2 are the hottest CPU cores. When the GPU is used while

the CPU is idle 5.4b, it can be seen that core 0 has the highest temperature. This

indicates a strong thermal coupling between the CPU core 0 and the GPU. While

both CPU and GPU are used at the same time 5.4c the strong thermal coupling is

emphasized. It is interesting to note that CPU cores 1 and 2 are not the highest

temperature in this last case.

The next section presents a new scheduler that takes this thermal behaviour into

consideration.

5.2.2.2 Thermal Balance Aware System Scheduler: overview

The key point of this new scheduler is to exploit the imbalanced thermal behaviour

between CPU cores, heterogeneity in the CPU design with its asynchronous CPU

cores’ computing and memory capacity of the device. This allows the scheduler

to run all cores at higher frequencies for longer while balancing the different needs

to CPU-bound vs. memory-bound tasks in the context of asynchronous CPU core

characteristics.

The current Linux step wise thermal governor tries to reduce the highest

temperature sensed. On the board used in this study, each core within a cluster

shares the same frequency. Hence step wise will penalize all tasks that are running

on the cluster, even if the temperature of a particular core is below the thermal

threshold.

Rather than penalizing all tasks running on a cluster, this new scheduler takes

a chance not to use cores from the cluster that are likely to get hotter than others

3At this time of execution, both CPU and GPU are throttled because of the temperature.
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on the same cluster by deporting tasks on other clusters. In particular, this new

scheduler takes a chance not to use cores from the big cluster that are likely to get

hotter than others by dispatching tasks onto the LITTLE cluster and keeping these

hottest cores from the big cluster idle. By doing so, it is possible to run the big cluster

at a higher frequency. In other words, the scheduler increases raw CPU performance

for fewer core. However, employing this strategy should not be taken naively as it

may result in reduced performance. For instance, when the big cluster is above the

thermal limit, but its computing capacity is still higher than the LITTLE cluster, it

is preferable from a performance point of view to decrease the computing capacity

of the big cluster than to dispatch onto the LITTLE cluster. Another problem

could occur in the context of multithreaded applications (e.g. threads could suffer

from memory communication if they do not reside on the same cluster). Hence, the

scheduler deports tasks to the LITTLE cluster when both clusters reach seemingly

the same performance considering running tasks.

To model differences in the computing performance of heterogeneous platforms,

CFS-CAS-EAS uses a computing capacity model which is fixed at boot time of the

Linux kernel and kept static for the lifetime of the running system. This model is

derived using a single benchmark during an offline procedure. The documentation

provided by Arm to extract this capacity model suggests the use of a benchmark

with a small working set size, so that the executable binary and the dynamic

data during its execution could both reside in the CPU cache. In particular, the

documentation recommends Dhrystone 2.0 as a benchmark [47]. This enables an

easy and quick setup to compare CPU micro-architecture performance features.

However, in general computing, this procedure fails to apprehend applications that

use memory extensively that does not particularly fit in CPU caches [141].

To alleviate this concern, the new scheduler proposes the use of a dynamic com-

puting capacity model that is adjusted at runtime considering running applications.

The next section describes an approach to determine a dynamic model at runtime

using performance monitoring counters.
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5.2.2.3 Thermal Balance Aware System Scheduler: deeper details

In this section, the new scheduler is explained in detail.

The proposed new scheduler uses a new modelling procedure and adopts a

dynamic computing capacity model that considers dynamic information during

the execution of applications using Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) counters

and their memory requirements. This new approach enables captures dynamic

information that helps to determine if the LITTLE cluster is good enough to

execute a particular program with its dynamic behaviour. The scheduler uses two

informations to make task mapping decisions. It first determines if the code flow

could be executed on the LITTLE cluster without losing performance considering

the current frequency of the big cluster. Secondly, it uses the knowledge of the

application memory requirements. The following describes these two aspects of the

scheduler.

5.2.2.3.1 Scheduler hint: application code flow

While not a being requirement in a big.LITTLE design, the big cluster generally

employs a CPU that uses an out-of-order pipeline, whereas the LITTLE cluster uses

an in-order pipeline. Other differences reside in the amount of memory in their CPU

caches, with the LITTLE cluster benefiting from far less CPU cache memory than

the big cluster.

The benefit of an out-of-order pipeline over an in-order resides in the capability of

dynamically reordering instructions to exploit instruction-level parallelism and hide

latency of some operation. For instance, when the program performs a memory

operation, while an in-order pipeline has to stall execution until the memory

operation has completed, an out-of-order pipeline has the possibility to execute

instructions that are independent from the memory operation [61].

On the hardware used in this study, instruction fetch, decoding and dispatch

stages of the pipeline are performed in-order, while instruction issue (i.e. execution)
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is performed out-of-order on the big cluster (Cortex-A15). Once the instruction is

executed, the result is placed in a retirement buffer to eventually be retired from

the instruction queue in the original program order (i.e. in-order retirement). In

this architecture, the out-of-order execution is said to be speculative. The hardware

includes PMC to count retired instructions, as well as the number of instructions

speculatively executed [9].

In the general sense, assuming an identical instruction issue width, prefetch

unit (i.e. memory prefetching and branch predictor), and memory subsystem

characteristics (i.e. cache size, fetch latency, etc.) between different CPU micro-

architecture; when the number of retired instructions is equal to the number

of instructions speculatively executed, it could be assumed that the out-of-order

machinery has not been involved and an out-of-order pipeline has no benefit over

an in-order pipeline. Concretely, this is not exactly true because of the conditional

execution of the instruction block after a branch. It is possible that results of

speculated instructions could be discarded due to miss predicted branch, resulting

in more instructions being speculatively executed than retired. With an in-order

pipeline, the execution of the instruction block would have been stalled until the

result of the conditional branch has been computed. However, if the scheduler is

able to account for the number of discarded instructions speculatively executed, this

metric can be refined and used to better predict code flow execution performance

on an in-order pipeline that implements identical superscalar front-end and memory

fetching latency.

To discover the specific condition of PMC values to determine when the scheduler

can place applications on either the big or the LITTLE cluster efficiently considering

their current performance, a set of micro-benchmark tailored to stress the out-

of-order pipeline design has been developed. In particular, the set of micro-

benchmark exhaustively explores the memory fetch latency and the number of

independent instructions that could be performed in parallel while performing

memory operations.
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The micro-benchmark consists of memory operation (load and/or store) instruc-

tions with a succession of independent computing instructions. The set of computing

instructions is defined to stress superscalar pipelines. The CPU used in this study

(Cortex-A7 and Cortex-A15) can issue at most three instructions in one cycle,

comprising at most two integer instructions (Integer ALU and Shifter), one mul

or div. The A7 performs one NEON/SIMD instruction while the A15 can perform

two instructions of this kind. The A7 can execute two load instructions (without

store instruction in between, and only 32 bytes per load). The A15 can dispatch

one load at a time, but the out-of-order pipeline is capable of dispatching another

load at the next cycle, for a total of 11 memory readings in flight (data from an ldr

instruction, but also TLB intermediate table fetch).

The micro-benchmark principle is rather simple, it consists of two loops, with

the inner-loop as the main instruction executor and the outer-loop acting as a loop

execution multiplier. At runtime, the inner-loop iterator is set to run for one second

as to be easily multiplied for a determined execution time. The body of the inner-

loop is written in assembly to restrain compiler optimization, and unrolled to limit

loop overhead (i.e. increment upgrade and branching).

Figure 5.5 shows different instantiations of the micro-benchmark with different

blocks of instructions after a memory access that does a pointer chasing. The

pattern of the pointer chasing is fully random (i.e. non-prefetchable) over an

array big enough to force off-chip memory access for every loop iteration. The

x − axis represents the number of repetitions of the instruction block in the loop.

For example, code 1 to code 5 are instructions without memory access. Because

each of these codes can be retired directly without reordering, 100% of speculative

instructions are directly retired.

code 10 to code 50 represent the same code as above, but with a memory access

performing a pointer chasing. The memory pattern of the pointer chasing is setup

to be non-prefetchable, and forces off-chip memory access at each iteration. More

precisely, in code 10, the independent instruction from the memory access is a
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code_1: add r0, r0, #1
code_2: add r0, r0, #1; add r1, r1, #1

code_3: mul r2, r2, r3
code_4: add r0, r0, #1; mul r2, r2, r3

code_5: add r0, r0, #1; add r1, r1, #1; mul r2, r2, r3
code_10: ldr r4, [r5, r4, lsl #2] + code_1
code_20: ldr r4, [r5, r4, lsl #2] + code_2
code_30: ldr r4, [r5, r4, lsl #2] + code_3
code_40: ldr r4, [r5, r4, lsl #2] + code_4
code_50: ldr r4, [r5, r4, lsl #2] + code_5

Figure 5.5: Percentage of instructions speculatively executed against instructions

retired. The code flow is a loop which consists of one memory access that does a

pointer chasing where each access must fetch data from off-chip memory, followed

by x several independent instructions from the memory access.

simple add r0, r0, #1 repeated x time. It can be seen that at 0 independent

instruction (only the memory access), because there is no possible speculation, the

percentage of speculative instructions against retired instructions is close to 0. With

1 independent instruction (one memory access followed by one add), this percentage

increases to 50%, this is because while the out-of-order pipeline is able to compute

all independent instructions while waiting for fetching memory for the memory

access, the retirement is still performed in order. Hence, 50% of the instruction

flow is executed speculatively. With 2 independent instructions, the percentage

increases to 66%. For this particular set of codes, the percentage of speculation

against retirement follows the law 100 − 100/(1 + dispatch slot used ∗ x) where

x is the number of independent instructions. It can be noted that the memory

access ldr instruction is not counted in the speculative instructions. This enables

discriminating actual work that is performed in parallel with fetching memory. As

such, the metric of the percentage of instructions speculatively executed against
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instructions retired help in discovering how useful the out-of-order pipeline is

compared to an in-order pipeline.

The higher the percentage of instruction that has already been executed at the

speculative stage, the less useful an out-of-order pipeline is compared to an in-order

pipeline. Hence, if one can determine the number of memory accesses with their

latencies, it is possible to derive cycle timing execution of the code flow if it would

have ran on an in-order pipeline. In practice, this becomes increasingly difficult to

determine precisely. One of the reasons lies in the study from the prior chapter 4

where the latency of a single memory access shows a non-linear behaviour depending

on the current hardware configuration. Another aspect to consider are differences

in other parts of the underlying hardware. For instance, the prefetcher unit present

in the different CPUs may implement a non-identical branch predictor and memory

prefetcher. Thus, the described metric in this section does not manage to determine

the exact performance between the two CPU designs. Nonetheless, this metric can

be used as a hint during task mapping decisions.

The new scheduler uses this information at runtime to determine programs

that benefit the most from the out-of-order pipeline with its speculative execution

capability. When the performance of the big cluster is degraded due to temperature,

the scheduler will use the LITTLE cluster to task map running applications that

benefit the less from the out-of-order pipeline.

5.2.2.3.2 Scheduler hint: application memory requirement

Furthermore, as CPU cache sizes could be different between the two CPU

types, to make a reasonable mapping decision the scheduler requires the memory

requirement of the running applications, which is defined as the Working Set Size

(WSS). To determine the WSS of a program, one could use the notion of reuse (or

stack) distance which is the number of distinct data accesses location between two

consecutive accesses to the same location [39, 42, 93]. If there are several distinct
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accesses between two same locations, the data may have been evicted from the

cache due to the limited capacity of the cache. With a reuse distance histogram, the

miss ratio can be estimated for a fully-associative cache with a least recently used

replacement policy for any cache size d by mr(d) =
∑M

i=d histogram[i]/N where

N is the total number of requests and M is the total number of unique requests.

The current implementation determines this information by prior execution of the

applications using a profiled version of the program.

To produce a profiled version of the program, a set of compiler passes using LLVM

has been written to insert instrumentation code in the source code and consists of

recording memory accesses that the program will perform at runtime. As a program

could make several millions of memory accesses, storing the memory location trace to

disk for further analysis is impractical, the instrumented code performs the analysis

during the instrumented code execution. The instrumented program produces an

analysis report at the end of the execution which includes memory location reuse

distance histogram and expected miss rate considering different hardware cache

sizes. figure 5.6 shows the result of this analysis on art from the SPEC CPU2000

benchmark suite with the test input size. If the WSS fits in the L2 cache of the

LITTLE cluster, the scheduler is informed that there will be no performance penalty

towards the memory requirements of the application. The current implementation

to compute reuse distance histogram uses PARDA [104].

The proposed scheduler considers the WSS as a metric to determine if the

workload and its memory requirements fit in the different cache size of either CPUs.

This metric does not capture the actual characteristic of the memory subsystem of

the CPU considering fetching latency and performance of the prefetcher. Moreover,

the direct definition of the reuse distance yields miss rate expectation for a fully-

associative cache using a least recently used replacement policy. The set of CPUs

considered in this work implements a set/way associative cache with different

replacement policies with the LITTLE cluster using a lower set/way associativity

than the big cluster at both levels of CPU data cache. Studies show that a reduced
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Figure 5.6: Miss ratio curve of art from SPEC CPU2000 benchmark suite

considering a fully-associative cache with a least recently used replacement policy

on 64-byte blocks.

cache associativity increases cache miss rate [29, 60, 59]. Nonetheless, this metric

helps in determining a relative penalty performance when deciding which process to

map on the LITTLE or big cluster.

Also, computing the WSS for a program is rather time-consuming as it requests

to track each memory access, and perform the reuse distance computation for each

memory access as it comes. A simple implementation suggested by Mattson [93] uses

a linked list to represent a memory location as a node and nodes are linked in order of

arrival. When a memory access is performed, the algorithm consists of traversing the

linked list until finding the node representing the same memory location, counting

the number of nodes from the head of the list, detachiing the node and finally

reattaching it in front of the list. The counter represents the reuse distance for

this memory access. If the node is not found, the reuse distance is infinite and

corresponds to a cold miss. This algorithm has a complexity of O(N ∗M) where N

is the total number of references and M is the unique number of references. Multiple
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strategies have been suggested to improve this algorithm [27] using hashmap and

tree data structures [14, 105, 104], or even to reduce accuracy for improving time

and space complexity [48, 15, 139]. When the program comprises linear memory

access over a regular data structure, advanced compiler techniques could be used to

determine the WSS at compile time [30, 51, 33].

Another possibility would be to have a new set of PMCs that suggests the actual

memory occupancy and reuse of cache lines in the CPU cache. While running on

the big cluster, if the hardware can give insight on the number of cache lines that

are regularly accessed, it could be possible to determine the actual working set size

of the workload. It is then possible to determine if the LITTLE cluster can meet the

memory requirements of the running program. These suggestions are not considered

in this study and are open for future work.

With these two concepts, the scheduler has knowledge to differentiate which

application would benefit the most from the big cluster. The next section presents

their use for schedule running applications.

5.2.2.4 Thermal Balance Aware Scheduler: algorithm

When the temperature of a CPU core exceeds the limit, a per-core flag is set

indicating that the core has overheated and a new mapping is searched using the

heuristic presented in section 5.1.3. If the new mapping remains the same, it is

assumed that it is the best mapping in respect of the heuristic. At this point,

the only chance to cool-down the device is to decrease its operating frequency by

following the step wise thermal governor from section 5.1.1.

When the thermal pressure is strong enough to decrease to about the same

performance between the two clusters considering the current workload, the

scheduler takes a chance of not using the set of cores that has the overheated flag

set by migrating some tasks to the LITTLE cluster. The analysis in section 5.2.2.1

suggests a difference of about 5 ◦C between the hottest core and the coolest core. As

such, when the scheduler starts migrating tasks from the big cluster to the LITTLE
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cluster due to thermal pressure, the scheduler will not migrate back directly from the

LITTLE cluster to the big cluster until the thermal sensor has reset the overheat flag.

The overheat flag is reset when the core temperature reaches a temperature below

the coolest core temperature of the cluster in the offline analysis shown in figure 5.4.

This low-level threshold has been chosen by empirical evaluation. Refinement of the

threshold to reset the per-core overheat flag will be explored in future work.

When a core is not available due to thermal pressure, a new mapping is then

searched that tries to mix the use of both clusters. To do so, the scheduler organizes

applications regarding a criterion of the out-of-order pipeline’s effectiveness using

knowledge from both code flow (see paragraph 5.2.2.3.1) and memory requirements

(see paragraph 5.2.2.3.2) of tasks.

The mapping decision considers a multi-level criterion for each running task and

is as follows. The first level considered is the area after the L2 data cache size

of the big cluster of the MRC curve and the second level is the area after the L2

data cache size of the LITTLE cluster of the MRC curve. The third and last level

is the percentage of instruction speculatively executed against instruction retired.

The rationale of this criterion is that the latency penalty of fetching data from the

off-chip memory to CPU registers has the most impact towards performance. On

the evaluation machine, a penalty from a memory fetch is in the range of a few

nanoseconds to 1.4 µs depending on whether the requested memory already resides

in the CPU cache at high CPU and RAM frequencies, or incurs a memory page fault

where a translation of virtual to physical address involves a full traversal during page

walk at a low CPU and RAM frequencies. Moreover, stalling on an in-order pipeline

is generally due to the access of off-chip memory. As such, favouring applications

that require memory the most to run on the big cluster is considered a good choice.

When off-line memory analysis has not been supplied to the scheduler, or the

MRC curve area at both levels of the cache hierarchy are similar, the scheduler uses

instantaneous memory requirement information using PMU counters considering

the last level cache miss rate. This criterion is then weighted with the effective
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execution time of the task during the current scheduling window. Also, to adapt to

fast processes phase change and outliers of PMU counters sampling, the scheduler

uses a moving average of the last samples to compute the criterion [13]. Finally, if

this per-task criterion is not able to establish an order between tasks, a total order

is imposed considering the time creation of the process.

Once this criterion is computed for each process, tasks benefiting the most from

the out-of-order pipeline (i.e. the big cluster) have the highest criterion value. Using

this criterion, the scheduler will then map in descending order tasks from the coldest

to the hottest core, following the heuristic presented in subsection 5.1.3. CPU cores

which have their overheat flag set are kept idle.

This approach has multiple benefits; it enables achieving higher performance in

the short term, and also it helps cool down the set of hot CPU cores by keeping

them idle. When CPU cores are cold enough, the frequency can be increased. The

scheduler will eventually migrate tasks assigned to the LITTLE cluster onto the

big cluster when the situation is deemed more favourable considering the thermal

situation and workload requirement.

5.3 Evaluation

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution to maximize performance

under thermal pressure on an asymmetric multiprocessor, this section compares

TBASS against the state of the art of the Linux kernel, using a set of multithreaded

workloads discussed in the following section.

TBASS is compared against two strategies. The first strategy is the default Linux

scheduler and frequency scaler (CFS-CAS-EAS) which is chosen when the CPU

frequency scaling governor is set to schedutil4 with the default thermal policy

step wise.

4When the cpufreq governor is set to other policies, the EAS scheduler extension is deactivated

and default to CFS-CAS only.
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As step wise thermal governor does not enforce a strict thermal limit, the

system may stay at a high temperature after a workload burst. The non-strict

respect of the thermal limit may be critical in harsh thermal environments with a

passive cooling device such as in smartphones and other small form factor devices

and decrease reliability and limit the lifetime of the machine. In [121, 137],

Viswanath noted that “small differences in operating temperature (order of 10-

15◦C) can result in a 2X difference in the lifespan of the devices”. Thus, TBASS

does respect a strict thermal policy against the thermal limit. As such, to have a

fair comparison, this section evaluates a modified step wise that enforces thermal

action using a strict respect of the thermal limit as described in section 5.1.1 with

the ENFORCE STRICTNESS option. This thermal policy is named step wise strict

in this section.

This evaluation reports both percentage improvement of TBASS on execution time

and energy consumption of each benchmark against both comparison points; each

benchmark is executed five times and the average (using a geometric mean [52])

of execution time and energy are taken to normalize noise and reduce the effect of

outliers. Finally, the absolute value of the sum per core of the Root Mean Square

Error (RMSE) over the thermal limit is reported to exhibit efficacy on the strictness

of the thermal limit for all strategies.

All experiments are conducted under Debian 11 with a Linux kernel v5.15. All

benchmarks are compiled with gcc 11.2.0. To simulate a smartphone environment,

the FAN has been disabled, with a thermal limit set to 75◦C. Experimentation is

performed with devices placed in a thermal chamber with an ambient temperature

of 25◦C. This study explores strategies to maximize performance under thermal

pressure. As such, the device is warmed before the execution of the benchmark

by using a stress test that saturates the execution unit of the CPU by using only

integer and floating-point instructions for one minute before the execution of the

benchmark.
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5.3.1 Benchmark selection

The work has been evaluated on a set of 18 multithreaded benchmarks from the

PARSEC-3.0 [21] and Splash-3 [119] benchmark suite. PARSEC offers state-of-the-

art computationally-intensive algorithms and very diverse workloads from different

application domains. Splash-3 (an upgrade of the Splash-2 benchmark suite [149]

that is shipped in PARSEC source tree) is composed of workloads targeting high-

performance computing domains. In these two benchmark suites, parallelism is

written using pthread library and features different parallel models (data-parallel

and pipeline).

Some benchmarks have been discarded because they cannot be compiled for Arm

architecture (PARSEC raytrace benchmark contains SSE specific instructions),

or fail at runtime (facesim, ferret, vips and canneal from PARSEC). Finally,

benchmarks that have a short execution time are omitted (cholesky, fft and radix

kernels from Splash-3). All benchmarks are executed to completion using native

datasets. Splash-3 benchmarks input sizes have been slightly reduced to fit in the

RAM to avoid generating SEGFAULT errors.

Each benchmark is setup to run with four threads using the standard benchmark

configuration. However, some benchmarks spawn more threads than requested [127].

5.3.2 Results

As shown in figure 5.4, four different instances of the same Hardkernel Odroid-

XU3 board present different thermal characteristics. While other results in this

chapter used four different devices, this section uses only three of those devices as

the fourth was unavailable. All evaluation results are shown in figure 5.7 (figure 5.8

and figure 5.9 respectively) for the XU3-1 board (XU3-2 and XU3-3 respectively).

The percentage difference in the execution time of TBASS against both compar-

ison points is shown in figure 5.7a (figure 5.8a and figure 5.9a respectively), while

the percentage difference in energy consumption is shown in figure 5.7b (figure 5.8b

and figure 5.9b respectively). A positive value on these two metrics is a speedup
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Figure 5.7: Results on XU3 1 device.
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Figure 5.8: Results on XU3 2 device.
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Figure 5.9: Results on XU3 3 device.
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or an energy reduction in favour of TBASS. figure 5.7c (figure 5.8c and figure 5.9c

respectively) shows the absolute RMSE over the thermal limit of each strategy.

First of all, schedutil+step wise does not respect the thermal limit strictly and

is largely visible in the error over the thermal limit (visible in figure 5.7c, figure 5.8c

and figure 5.7c). As such, TBASS shows a large slowdown in performance against this

strategy proposed as default in the Linux kernel. On the contrary, when enforcing a

strict thermal limit to default strategy with schedutil+step wise strict, TBASS

shows quite some improvement in both performance and energy reduction.

This behaviour is consistent across all three tested devices, with an average

slowdown ranging from 15 to 20 % when comparing TBASS against schedu-

til+step wise, with an absolute RMSE ranging from 7 to 9 ◦C. When comparing

TBASS against schedutil+step wise strict that employs a strict thermal limit,

TBASS shows speedups between 8 to 10 % across all devices. When enforcing a strict

thermal limit, the RMSE ranges from 1 to 2 ◦C for schedutil+step wise strict

while TBASS has an RMSE of less than 1 ◦C.

More particularly, on some benchmarks, TBASS that imposes a strict thermal

limit faces a high slowdown compared to schedutil+step wise which is less

restrictive on the thermal limit.

For instance, considering streamcluster from PARSEC, TBASS shows between

80% to 140% slowdown depending on the board compared to schedutil+step wise.

The reason behind this is two-fold. First, this multithreaded application has

a relatively high working set size and second, threads are working on shared

memory and experience high traffic in terms of bytes per instruction [21]. While

schedutil+step wise tends to place more threads on the big cluster, TBASS

tends to spread threads over both clusters while the heuristic deems that both

clusters have similar computing performance. Thus, TBASS may increase latency

on thread communication and could impact the performance of the application.

However, when a strict policy on thermal limit is applied with the strategy

schedutil+step wise strict, TBASS shows performance improvement. This is
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because, even if TBASS may increase latency, this strategy can increase the raw

performance of some CPUs by favouring colder cores, leaving hotter cores idle.

In the case of water-nsquared and water-spatial, these two benchmarks

solve the same problem, but with a different algorithm. The implementation of

water-nsquared has a bigger WSS and higher thread communication than that

of water-spatial [149]. Like for streamcluster, the communications latency of

threads is reflected in the performance of TBASS against schedutil+step wise with

a slowdown ranging from 25 to 31 % when considering water-nsquared benchmark.

However, schedutil+step wise shows an RMSE over the thermal limit ranging

from 3 to 9 ◦C, while TBASS is less than 1 ◦C.

On the other hand, with the water-spatial implementation that has less thread

communication than water-nsquared implementation, TBASS shows a nice speedup

ranging from 10 to 23 % over both alternatives amongst all devices.

TBASS currently does not capture thread communication traffic, and as such,

does not try to pack threads of the same application on the same cluster. This

aspect will be explored in future work.

Generally, the XU3-2 board shows higher improvement in performance than the

two other boards. This is expected as the difference between the two hottest cores

and the two coldest cores are larger on this board (see figure 5.4). In the same

manner, performance improvement on the XU3-3 is generally lower, as this difference

is smaller. When the difference between the hottest and coldest cores is large, by

avoiding the hottest cores, TBASS allows the big cluster to run at a higher frequency.

On the other hand, energy improvement follows the same trend as performance

improvement. This is due to finishing the workload earlier.

5.4 Summary

This chapter presented different approaches for thermal management employing

techniques such as frequency scaling and scheduling. The particularity of the device
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in consideration is heterogeneity in computing performance between CPU cores,

with cores implementing either an in-order or an out-of-order pipeline.

The current standard approach of Linux for thermal management is the use of

frequency scaling to limit the temperature of the device when it reaches a thermal

limit. Alongside this procedure, the scheduler place tasks using two algorithms.

When tasks are not considered computationally intensive (load metric lower than

80%), it uses an energy and computing capacity model to select a CPU core for

execution (EAS variant). When the system is considered over-utilized, the scheduler

considers only the computing capacity model to do task placement. In the current

implementation, both decisions of frequency scaling (for thermal management) and

scheduling are isolated and target different purposes to manage the system.

On the board model under study, it appears that each board and each core have

their own thermal characteristics, showing a steady-state temperature with more

than 5 ◦C difference between the hottest and the coldest core. If the operating

system is unaware of device thermal characteristics and CPU core raw performance

capability, suboptimal scheduling and frequency scaling decisions could severely

impact both thermal situation and performance.

This situation led to the development of the Thermal-Balance Aware System

Scheduler (TBASS), a holistic approach for scheduling and frequency scaling

to maximize performance under thermal pressure for single-ISA heterogeneous

multicore processor architecture such as the Arm big.LITTLE architecture. To do so,

TBASS considers the thermal characteristics of CPU cores, CPU cores performance

hardware design and workload knowledge. The workload knowledge consists of static

and dynamic information using performance monitoring counters at runtime and an

offline analysis identifying the memory requirements of the workload.

The experimental results confirm the benefits of TBASS with average speedups

between 8 to 10 % when compared to the default Linux kernel scheduler employing a

strict thermal limit. When compared to the default Linux kernel scheduler without

employing a strict thermal limit, TBASS shows an average slowdown ranging from 15
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to 20 %. However, TBASS reduces the temperature of the device by 10 ◦C on average

which may improve the lifespan of the devices [137].

One of the atypical approaches of TBASS is to avoid thermal imbalance of the

device by avoiding the use of CPU cores that are likely to favour this imbalance and

favour the LITTLE cluster when performance is deemed to be similar in performance

considering the running workload. By doing so, the CPU can run at a higher

frequency for the workload that could benefit the most of the big cluster. Moreover,

this strategy helps in limiting snooping latency effect shown in chapter 4.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

This final chapter concludes the thesis with a summary and reviews the research

undertaken and its findings. Then an examination of future research possibilities

that could be pursued to expand upon and overcome the thesis’s limitations will be

presented. Finally, this thesis ends with some final remarks.

6.1 Thesis summary and contributions

This thesis began with a brief history of computing systems and exposed the moti-

vation to follow the path of asymmetric multicore and multiprocessor architecture

design to progress post Dennard scaling era while pursuing Moore’s law.

The background chapter presented some aspects of micro-architectural design

that make computing possible, and different ways to organize this computation

capability around memory.

A meticulous literature review in chapter 3 regarding scheduling, frequency

scaling and thermal management for single-ISA AMP, draws the inference that the

current state-of-the-art does not consider low-level micro-architectural detail. This

situation can lead to energy waste and suboptimal performance.

This thesis is an attempt to exploit low-level hardware knowledge to optimize

frequency scaling and scheduling decisions for single-ISA AMP targeting small form
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factor devices such as smartphones and tablets.

Considering frequency scaling optimization technique, the thesis aimed to answer

these two research questions:

RQ 1 To what extent frequency scaling could improve the energy efficiency of a

computing device?

RQ 2 To what extent frequency scaling affects the system in terms of performance on

multiprocessors-equipped devices where data-coherency is implemented using

a bus-snoop protocol?

These research question has been addressed in chapter 4. In this chapter, a

thorough exploration of the memory subsystem and data-coherency mechanism

(which implements a bus-snoop protocol) has been carried out with the use

of microbenchmarks tailored to precisely stress the memory subsystem. This

exploration exposed a non-linear latency of the data-coherency mechanism when

frequency scaling techniques are used to reduce the energy consumption of the

system. In particular, this non-linear latency makes it particularly difficult to derive

a precise performance model if not taken into account. However, the in-depth

analysis enables the extraction of a simple model in the form of a decision tree

which can be efficiently incorporated into any frequency scaling driver. Evaluation

of the proposed solution shows an increase in application performance of up to 40%

and reduces energy consumption by up to 70% compared to the default frequency

scaling policy.

On the scheduling front, a goal of the thesis was to answer these two research

questions:

RQ 3 How to schedule workloads for performance while minimizing energy consump-

tion on systems that use asymmetric multicore multiprocessors?

RQ 4 How can thermal effects be effectively mitigated using software-based tech-

niques, for small-form factor computing devices where active cooling (e.g. fan,

liquid cooling) can not be employed?
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To answer these research questions, in chapter 5, a set of microbenchmarks

designed to comprehend low-level micro-architectural designs of processing elements

that help in delivering computing performance and energy efficiency are presented.

In addition to understanding the full potential of a workload, a thorough analysis

of the workload memory requirement (i.e. WSS) using a profiled version of the

workload has been carried out. The profiled version of the workload uses LLVM

to monitor every memory accesses that the workload will perform at runtime. The

output of this profile is the working set size of the workload. This knowledge is then

used at runtime to guide workload scheduling, specifically with the device under

thermal pressure, which is common to small form factor devices that rely on passive

cooling. The evaluation shows an increase in application performance by 10% on

average and reduces energy consumption by 12% on average compared to the default

scheduling strategy that uses a strict thermal policy.

6.2 Future research directions

This section presents some limitations and possible research directions to improve

the work conducted in this thesis.

To determine the overall memory requirement of a process, the current strategy

employs an offline analysis that executes a profiled version of the workload. Though

this step needs to be run only once with the analysis reusable for further execution,

this strategy remains inefficient. Moreover, the current analysis considers the entire

execution of the process without considering the workload phases. Some work in

the compiler community studied reuse distance to guide code optimization [30, 51,

33]. These works could be reused to extract the memory profile of the workload

faster than by executing a profiled version of the binary. Another approach would

be to introduce a new set of PMU counters to identify memory portions that are

frequently used by the workload. This would allow the refinement and speed up the

computation of memory requirements of the workload during its different execution
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phases.

The proposed scheduler does not consider point-to-point memory communication

in the case of a multithreaded application. As such, the solution may map two

threads, one on a LITTLE core, and another one on a big core. If these two

threads are working on shared memory and are working back-to-back on the same

memory location, the proposed scheduler may increase memory latency and degrade

performance. Note that the Linux scheduler is currently unaware of the notion

of threads’ point-to-point memory communication. It is the responsibility of the

developer to group tasks in some sort of task pool via cgroup or numactl in the

case of a NUMA topology. In the same manner, knowing the memory requirement

and point-to-point communication between threads could help the scheduler avoid

cache thrashing.

The experiment in figure 3.1 demonstrates that any power model will have errors

by considering only PMU counters. However, the experiment is a rather peculiar

use case as it stresses only one particular instruction. In the general case of a

real workload, there will most probably be a mixture of several instruction types.

In [140], the authors propose a strong power model technique considering PMU

counters and thermal contributions to power leakage. The power model accuracy

is as good as 3.8% and 2.8% on average to predict power consumption on an ARM

Cortex-A7 and ARMCortex-A15 respectively. A refined power model using compiler

hints would help discriminate PMU counters aggregation to micro-architectural

block. This strategy will help in better power and thermal predictions.

On a smartphone or tablet, the GPU is in constant use. However, the work

of this thesis does not consider workloads that use this processing element type.

Consideration of real-time tasks for media-processing applications incorporating

GPU would be a great research direction.
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6.3 Concluding Remarks

In summary, this thesis presented novel approaches to frequency scaling and

scheduling decisions for asymmetric multiprocessing systems. By utilizing tailored

microbenchmarks to discover micro-architectural specificities, multiple models were

derived to find the best match of CPUs frequencies setting and workload scheduling

on real-world applications.

Additionally, the work in chapter 4 and chapter 5 gave some strategies to alleviate

memory-related issues regarding latency induced by hardware data-coherency

protocol and the memory footprint of a workload. Several directions have been

suggested to improve memory footprint computation and reach the full potential of

this thesis. These works can be applied at a bigger scale for the server and warehouse

market to cover the full spectrum of computing systems.

Furthermore, the work in chapter 5 explored scheduling strategies that encom-

pass workload characteristics and effective use of the CPU core micro-architectural

specificities. In particular, the scheduling decision was applied for thermal

management on small form factor devices. However, knowledge acquired during this

work can be generalized for regular load-balancing procedures. While the single-ISA

asymmetric multiprocessing devices become more common, the work of this thesis

enables better use of the underlying micro-architectural specificities for workload

scheduling.
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